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PREFACE:
THE ARTIST IS A SCHOLAR OF METAPHYSICAL
Directing method of Goran Trenchovski as cognition
of immense pressure

It is quite possible that the essays, a true cratsman’s notes written
by eminent Macedonian and Balkan movie and theater director Goran
Trenchovski, will surprise even his fellow colleagues, artists.
At a time when the imperative of artistic activity by means of mass
impact and eiciency, becomes an intense need to “brand” each separate
artistic act or product, Trenchovski behaves as a compulsive Classical or
Renaissance artist. He still understands arts and entertainment industry
as a science of catharsis.
Behind the spiritual forces which overwhelm him, the archetypal
images, Trenchovski constantly improves his poetic and philosophical
system. But that system is not merely an instinctive one, as it is the case
with so many artists. Relying on theoretical models, oten devised by
himself, the director articulates a problem, thoroughly rethinks conventional
reality, employs the analytical apparatus of comprehensive tradition, even
when compressing it into a nutshell of a few sentences.
Trenchovski is not afraid to rediscover long forgotten apparentness.
In his titanic efort to comprehend, he is unscrupulous and ruthless in the
use of theory, pop culture, mysticism, science and spirit of the times and,
above all, the ilter of established practice - human and creative.
herefore, his writings - densed and hyper-composed - simultaneously interpret, recount, sing and perform. Alone, they oten do not represent
an artistic act more lenient than those which Trenchovski bravely presents
us in his directing settings. Inside us they arouse all of the bordering tensions at the moment we realize which of his own mental powers — belonging
to the experience of one’s creative practice — the artist-thinker has just
performed.

Apparently, even the workshop from which so many excitements
come is much more uncertain and more subtle from what the civil order
and security of collective artistic ego dictate.
It is strange to see this rapid and parallel projection of ilm tape, the
montage of total attraction... hose edgy journeys you are taking us on,
Director.
Zoran Stefanović
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I.
A P O E T I C S O F (D E -) T H R O N I Z A T I O N

POETICS OF (DE-)THRONIZATION
Dedicated to
Sophie, Luca, and Yugo

PROLEGOMENA:
END OF THE MYTHS, BEGINNING OF THE GAMES
he space of initiation is a place of re-beginning, without a presence
of a inite end. he time is only a milestone which will brace the initial
existential mass with lines from the numerical scale. When the individual is put into operation, into motion, even the most unclear state
- spirituality is formed. So the spiritual spaces begin to shine and
fade, they can be so small, but so powerful that no force can destroy
them. A whole metaphysics of existence is hidden in the immortality
of the human spirit. Human spirituality, as an important segment of
the astral dimension, comes into direct and indirect contacts with
other sources of spirituality. Some of those sources are product of
art, while other of the technical matrix. In everyday conlict / exchange
of energies, there is a manifestation of the existence of a series of
natural phenomena, which in the revolutionary race of new understanding get a mythical place.
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Is there any wideness, heights or depths before the moment
of our biological birth and ater our physical death, which we could
simply reason but not experience? Yes, all researches, all sciences say
that the existence of homo imaginans means actantial necessity to ill
in the gaps in the most rational and the most positive way of creation.
Even ater the contours of the fulilled irrational desires are carved,
the humans begins to ight with myths, breaking (now) the conservative compositions, escaping from boredom, lethargy and limiting
stereotype. he path is clear: every obstacle must be removed with
an appropriate action, through continuing recognition [1].
In the world of obstacles, the actions are inevitably bordered
with games. Even the play can be understood as a game [2]. he
transcendental lesson derived from the reality of the games [3], brings
us to an advantageous position to be able to recognize and encounter
a signiicant type or part of the games [4], including their rules. he
games completely suppress the myths, to the extent of voidability,
enabling the free laying down of foundations of a new myth. he
re-mythologization is one of the most enduring properties of the
games. Sometimes the old myth gets or loses some part, to model
something completely new, newly-built. hat is the way of creation
of the eternal games, without which the cyclical continuity of mythology, in which movement of the myths happens, cannot be explained
[5]. McLuhan is right when he says that art and games allow us to
stand aside from the material pressures of patterns and conventions,
watching and wondering (111: 238)1.
he worthless time when some of the ‘true’ myths happened,
exists anyway, although with the least suicient articulated value, or
on paper, or on any other data carrier, or in the collective memory.
1

he irst number of the parentheses indicates the work speciied in the bibliography,
and the second - the page of the work.
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Today’s examples of plausible picture taking of everything that ‘plays’
show us that nothing is so erasable, as the gloriicators of un-humanism,
of nationalism, racism, and sometimes even of ethnic cleansing did.
he past, twentieth century was a big century for conirming the
survival of the human mind, with all its achievements and madness.
In this case we are interested only in the artiicial side of the century
or, more precisely, the one that contains the dramatic qualiications
of the art. he common point of art and reality is the seed of the
phenomenology of real-iction. herefore, we can strive for the premise
that the myth is Ur-media, and the history is a base for communication among the past and the future. A lot of “the last century’s travelers” has convinced us, and we are convincing ourselves every day even
more, thanks to the technological devices of the mind. Umberto Eco
(1930), one of the most glorious researchers of the phenomena of our
age, makes a cross-section of the moments and events that have their
base in the twentieth century, whose concentric rings reach to the
present moment, and calls it a travel in hyper-reality [6]. he content
of the myth is oten conventionalized or stylized story not fully adapted
to the authenticity or to the realism. hrough the treasury of the books
and the contemporary media, we learn about facts which, from the
present aspect, seem to be equated with the level of iction.
he erudite Montaigne at the fourth page of the irst volume
of his essays mentioned the real ancient hero Alexander the Great.
he latest (and at the same time the most rude) historians cannot
neglect the crucial part of heodora, the wife of the Emperor Justinian,
in the reform of the performing art, which started exactly from the
Macedonian (current) part of the (old) Byzantine Empire. In Hamlet,
however, the myth may be treated as a type of speech [7]. In this play,
according to Lacan, it is like there is “a kind of network device, a kind
of cobweb device, where the human desire is articulated” (100: 411).
Surely, not only because of that cause, the beginning and the end of
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the last century (and the end of the second millennium, simultaneously) underline the visualizations of the irst Hamlet in the year 1900
with Sarah Bernhardt and the last one in the year 2000 with Ethan
Hawke [8].
And how to interpret the children’s ‘pinballs and Nintendos’,
but as a great desire of the adults to bring the children’s world closer,
where in most of the cases, the illustration of the desire is wrongly
and deviatingly directed? It has been a long time since the birth of
characters such as those of Mark Twain (1835-1910) who wrote he
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (1885) equally respecting the children
and the adults. In those works we should pay attention to the skill of
properly conducting the game. On the contrary, Bacon essayistically
has approached the problem of the masks and triumphs (7: 150-2),
focusing on their mutuality, but also cruel hypocrisy.
If the roosters’ ights back in the twelth century are the avantgarde of training animals in the circus and the similar kinds in which
there is a room for “animal-like”, then the complete linkage between
the wilderness and the civilization, presented in a show, began its
realization before the beginning of the last century. In 1883, Bufalo
Bill (alias William F. Cody, 1845-1917) featured the Wild West Show,
and in 1885 the Indian Chief Sitting Bull participated in it, together
with lots of cowboys, Mexicans and Indians. In this way, “performers
are targets in front of the spectator. (...) hey dilate their presence
and consequently also dilate the spectator’s perception” (Barba, 11:
62). Gradually, based on the concept of the game as an extension of
man [9], the following formulations develop: kinetic theatre, happening, event, performance. And the dialogues inserted in the music
hall are a kind of inter-medial dramatic form.
On 14 October, 1898 at the Moscow Art heater, the Tolstoy’s
Tsar Fyodor was performed, directed by Stanislavsky, as the irst
directed, in the modern meaning of the director’s profession, theatri-
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cal performance - from a concept to realization. he irst motion
picture ilm was he Story of the Kelly Gang (1906) shot in Australia
[10]. Later, Walter Gropius supported the ‘total theater’ in the Bauhaus
which became the embodiment of the European avant-garde, which
in 20’s of the last century made breakthroughs in painting, construction and design. From the moment of attaching the components of
the audio, the visual, or the audio-visual, to the principle of attraction, a new creative principle, known as a montage of attractions,
began to appear.
...Every aggressive moment in it, i.e., every element of it that
brings to-light in the spectator those senses or that psychology that inluence his experience – every element that can
be veriied and mathematically calculated to produce certain
emotional shocks in a proper order within the totality…
(Eisenstein, 49: 230-1)

he global attractionism, somewhere more and somewhere less
present, disperses in all aspects of life. Even in sports games. hus,
“in the case of ictional ilm and drama, where the starting point is
narrative, character and dramatic tension, sport is used as a means
of attracting” (Rowe, 131: 146). In life there are no more separate
shapes and pure kinds, but expansion of the ‘theater of mixed means’
[11]. Today, the children can learn the channels, the codes of mediation among those mixed means in the play houses or the
kindergartens.
Ater the communist utopia, as one of the most inluential
social utopias, the cultural logic of the late capitalism [12] started to
achieve an ultrafast application. he newly-constructed oligarchism,
a product of the deviant transition, abounds in: public media, most
contemporary media and methods for their interaction. Fiske classiies the media as: presentation media - the voice, the face, the body;
representation media - the books, the paintings, the photographs, the
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architecture, the interior design; mechanical media - the telephone,
the radio, the television, the telex [13]. Here we can add the mobile
telephony and the Internet which incredibly penetrated and inluenced
the alternation of the awareness among those who use these media.
Among the other imaginative forms, the life reality consists of
images in which geometric perspective is automatically incorporated.
he circle, the wheel, the orbit and the ring are the motifs that conirm
the re-cycle of the iction. Using that approach, John Tolkien (18921973) wrote he Lord of the Rings (1954), the bible of the counterculture, which in 1968 was sold in three million copies in the United
States, in 1980 in eight million worldwide, and today it is efectively
adapted into a motion picture [14].
In the age when belief in symbols of luck and good fortune
(four-leaf clover, walking in the rain, strange dog around your yard,
horseshoe) and symbols of bad luck (discharge glove, to bring out
anything on New Year, breaking a mirror) are considered nonsense,
and when the magic power of herbs is seen through the prism of
mocking, the expectations from the science are immensely huge. hat
science sometimes penetrates even to the parapsychological parts of
the mind and causes phenomena on the edge of normality.
Postmodernism justiies these intentions, if they have an artistic
purpose. If not, the scientist-artist holds the responsibility. here were
and there will be a lot of attempts to balance the dramatic and medical, speciically psychodramatic [15] area. his procedure, the dramatherapy “seems to be eminently capable of achieving the decolonization
of the mindful-body, this transition from resistance to liberation”
(Cohen, 36: 69). he postmodern is sometimes identiied, and sometimes opposed to the post-industrial [16]. he post realistic interdisciplinary methods created the pastiche, and the political instance is
always in touch with hyper-reality. Very simple formula for the analysis
of the hyper-real is the following: distraction + distortion + deception
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= reality. In this ocean of audiovisual impact and media’s inluences,
television is still the toughest medium inluencing the men “as a
spectacle and as an audience magnet” (Cashmore, 33: 185).
The reality has become the protagonist in your drama,
exactly because you hope that it can still be changed, but if
you inally convince yourself that nothing can be changed,
you’ll start living your life, and your responsibility would
be much smaller.
(Vegel, 157: 17)

Myths are almost exhausted. All mythical settings are obsolete, a
fresh substance is needed for creation of new mythical milestones,
throughout the game’s domain - the newest, the most recent, the
most dramatic and always mythologically associative one.

Goran Trenchovski
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PART ONE
1. AN INTRODUCTION TO THE PHENOMENOLOGY
OF DRAMATIC
From time immemorial, the basic need for the so-called dramatic
manifestation of certain natural phenomena or human moods is
always present whether it concerns their conscious stimulation,
whether it concerns purely spontaneous invention of an active act
which would contain the features of the dramatic. At the beginning
from the ancient shaman’s rituals, the masking [1], the gladiator ights
and Dionysius’ games, through carnival celebrations (carne vale!),
up to the religious, sporting and other mass spectacles, the cathartic
understanding of the dramatic act is a basic characteristic of the action that takes place on the edge between making a sacriice and
entertainment. If the irst source of the dramatic was the naked and
praeclectic registration, the delight from cosmic changes, as well as
of those on Earth, later, with the development of the thought for
reined creation, the human being becomes the main and oten the
unique stimulator of the dramatic. herefore, the celebrations and
festivities exist. According to Christowe, the Vasilitsa holiday on the
Balkans is the reason for embodiment of the elements of comedy and
tragedy. Moreover, people ecstatic strive to achieve “a separation of
the spirit from the body and its merge with God” (35: 78). here are
other examples throughout the world of phenomena related to the
fabric of the dramatic action, and the phenomenological area which
seeks to study the occurrences, the phenomena, what is given in
connection with the dramatic, but also the relation that connects us
with the actual presence of the dramatic phenomenon, is called the
phenomenology of the dramatic.
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he dramatic literature, and then literary works, is an extension
to the performing art of one, then two and, inally, of three and more
carriers of the dramatic game (actors), given by the playwright. In
order the interpretation and the inal shaping of the work illed with
the meaning of life, the role of a founder, instructor and leader of the
active performance (the play) recently was given to a person specialized as a director. He became a mediator between the performers
and the consumers (the audience). hat is the reason why this person
began to be called primus inter pares. hanks to that mediation, the
dramatic energy can be smoothly conceptualized, dosed, commanded
and transferred. Here lies the origin of a relatively new and speciic
artistic discipline, directing.
Dramatic art is directly related to the visual. hat inseparable
connection with the igurative way of presenting the things, indicates
the existence of a continuous tendency to create tension from the
creative imagination with active participation of the actor. If the
phenomenology gives an advantage to the actual moment, then the
phenomenology of the dramatic [2] deals with the detection of actual
dramatic moments produced by the active human mind or by the
nature. In this research we will be interested in photo-poetical phenomena which depend on the light source. Hence, even the word
put on paper can be treated as a visual sign, although it gets a voice
dimension in the practical use. he word and the light enable audibility, and that is the ontological essence of the legends and traditions,
given as biblium pauperum.
he short time gives light from another system or “world” that
cannot be illuminated by a permanent light. hat world (which
does not need to be added to a metaphysical value - which
is useless and meaningless) is essentially non-permanent.
Is this perhaps a world of its own freedom of connecting
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illusory means of the spirit? he world of attraction, of the
shortest paths, of resonance...
(Valery, 156: 96)

As witnesses of a multitude of old and new phenomena, each day we
eliminate the border between the efects caused by the nature and
those caused by us, in a form of artistic result. Human scientiic and
research curiosity in its primary tasks seeks to continue further the
mimesis, the imitation of the movements and the behavior of men.
It is exactly because of this, the phenomenon i.e. the medium called
scene, would have validity for use in all spheres of active, transformative presence of men. he old phenomena of drama and dramatic
works were irst elaborated in the time of Aristotle: plays (acts),
because of showing people acting. Chess is also an ancient dramatic
phenomenon originating from the East, but with amalgamated
structure of the entertainment, cognitive games, illed with symbolic
and philosophical and cosmic meaning. hrough the referral of the
phenomenology of immense, we retrospectively come to the contemporary dramatic phenomena, which are much more subtle mediators with the internal drives of the creator. On the other hand, the
modern artist has a tendency to communicate with the surrounding,
the closer or the distant one. hus, through communication, the
condition for internal peace of the individual is accomplished, achieving exchange of ideas, both in his immediate ield of survival, and in
still inaccessible places of the pulsating cosmos.
1.1. Types of dramatic structures
If dramatic works are those through which we can easily reach the
essence of the dramatic charge, then from the very outbreak of the
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drama as a literary form there is a need for dramatology. In this issue
it is very important to locate the points of crossing and segregation
of poetic terms: lyrical, epical and dramatic. Somewhere here the
roots of science are located for continuing the dramatic, which is
always complementary with the poetic action. It is not excluded that
there are the simplest, simple, and also the most perfect, complicated,
dramatic relations or structures. Here is what the author of the most
famous poetics with such ictional thematic thread says:
I understand the simple action as an action which is being
performed, as speciied in its internal connection and unity,
developing without recognition or change in course of events;
while the plot is the action which is developed through recognition or change in the course of events, or with both.
(Aristotle, 3: 50)

However, the relation between drama and the stage is of highly reined
organic nature. In theatrics, the pure tonality of the dramatic is determined by the stage adaptation, not by the literary dramatic text. In this
regard, concerning the stage and the drama we can apply the relation
animus - anima, where in the antagonism they mutually supplement
each other, and in the end they form an inseparable coherent pair. he
cinematography, which slowly takes the precedence of one of the most
superior opportunities for artistic record (irst of all, archival and, then,
ictional), was established at the moment when there was a movement
in painting, sculpturing and architecture, but above all with the discovery of the camera obscura (photo [3] taken through the small and
darkened chamber/room). Evolutionary sequence of optical toys that
were breath-taking to the level of fascination from year 1825 to 1895,
the irst attempts for ‘motion pictures’ based on the principle of stroboscopicity were the following: taumatrope, zootrope, praksinoskope,
hromatrope, cinematograph. he new device began to provide a pos-
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sibility for hypnotic power which was not remotely compared to the
one in the western-spectacles ‘live’ [4]. he kinesthetic picture of the
bodies according to the psychologicality of the creative vision already
enables perception of the motion and its adequate breakdown into
phases [5]. Vorkapich, giving directions for the creative use of media,
says that “the human perception mechanism is such that can be interpreted as a motion of certain phenomena where there is no visible
motion” (158: 86). It stems from the Gestalt-learning, under which
that illusory movement is called phi-phenomenon. But, from a narrative
point of view the ilm deals with a loss, the loss of the divisions, the
discontinuities, the absences of structures (Heath, 66: 82). Weaned on
the visual possibilities of the dramatic, these three types of dramatic
structure: theater, comic book [6] and ilm [7] will be the most recognizable for a long time. here are other, also powerful forms of media
such as radio, television, Internet and a lot of other hybrid forms of
picturesquely and audio-picturesquely structured contents. During
their long-term development, they actually connect with each other,
building a polyvalent relation, and yet still function separately. heir
ability for partial or complete uniication gives them orchestral characteristic in order to be able to (be) orchestrated. Actually, “the orchestration is a superstructure which attends to the ensemble of elements.” (Sharf, 135: 168). It is exactly this respect for diversity that
points to the need for a typology of speciic dramatic structures, i.e.
their speciication, using the Husserl’s eidetic analysis [8].
1.2. Phenomenological disclosure of the dramatic
heater and ilm as art works in which the presence of the man is
inevitable, are something more than ordinary, dramatic work. hey,
like all other life areas of interest, are subject to the presence of certain
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phenomena, without whose recognition we cannot get into the core
of the artistic composition. Phenomena are all around us, but a phenomenon is very oten observed as a ictional subject. Speaking with
the words of Aristotle, the man is the most mimetic phenomenon of
all living beings, and hence the necessity of causal connection extorts
a gnostic probability in the course of their real, scientiic division.
From the Cartesian point of view, the artistic phenomenon should
be observed with its true meaning, tracked and dictated by the human ratio. From a philosophical perspective, the phenomenological
scientiic procedures are mastered by Staiger and Lyotard. Such
procedures enable the most systematic learning for perceiving the
dramatic essence and for the consciousness which observes the essence, followed by learning a lesson.
What is that inside the man that oten rises against the phenomena and interpretations? If Gamow airmed the claim that on a
distorted surface right-handed object can be turned into a let-handed
one, and vice versa, by transferring it through the distortion, a proof
on the correctness of this assertion was the Moebius strip [9]. hus,
whether when we have a closed object, the need for touching the
inside of the object is considered a satisfaction? Husserl is trying to
give the answer (73) in the third lecture on ‘phenomenology’, explaining that phenomenological reduction relies on primary rather than
secondary facts, which means getting involved into the work itself,
no matter the personal data or time and geographical circumstances.
From totally diferent perspective, Bachelard very comparatively
mentions the “phenomenology of populated shell” (8: 162), because
man is swung open living being, which inhibits when his external and
internal personality is jeopardized. But where this touching should
actually happen? Normally, on the stage. Either on the stage of life
or the artistic stage. he stage, however, is the only medium full of
information on a new poetry, and the tension as a dramatic style
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determines the historicity. hus, the dramatic stage can be equaled
with the stage of life. he result can be comic, but also tragic.
...Tragedian can proceed his work to a destructive end only
if, at the ending, instead in an abyss of nothingness, he falls
on the ground of comedy and the ruins of his own world he
goes into a primeval laugh as the one that knows that the
spirit is not capable to be real without a physical foundation,
but the physical foundation may be deprived from the spirit
and to remain self suicient in the elementary pleasure.
(Staiger, 148: 182)

A possibility of essential and very illustrative decoding of the most
contemporary dramatic phenomena is given by Bjelica’s dissertation
Cyber Aristotle [10].
***
Stereoscopy and 3D efect in the early 80’s of the last century with
the movie Jaws meant adding a third dimension of presentation and
the para-theater Zingaro with horses playing like actors meant establishing a sign of equation between the performance intelligence
of the animal and the rational [11]. he genetic engineering and
computer programming today can took us into any direction of the
unknown. Only destruction and nihilism hanging above us - the
citizens of the twenty-irst century - may lead to the thought of disappearance of the things harvested for years in favor of disclosure of
the phenomena. Kadare says: “If the destruction of the human race
in the past twenty-ive centuries was speculative fantasy and had to
wait for the twentieth century to become a reality, the replacement
of humanity, the impersonalization of humanity, even in the era of
the tragedians was a real danger and as such continued to survive
through the centuries and will survive for a long time as a possible
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catastrophe with slow activity” (85: 61). So, there is nothing else let
to do but to preserve and recognize the new phenomena by upgrading their basis, starting a campaign for the human dramaticality.
2. POETICISM OF DRAMATIC MEDIA
...Picture astonishes: it is a precondition for its power. But also, it
is necessary the picture to be justiied and to impose: confusing
in a trivial way, deprived of the truth, it soon stops to be convincing, and even to leave an impression. It is torn apart between
two irreconcilable aims: to be obvious and to surprise. If we
decide to sacriice the surprise, the picture becomes weak; if we
remove the obviousness, it is absurd, without signiicance, and
at the end, much weaker. It is necessarily the members, which
it connects, to be attracted and repelled at the same time.
- Caillois, in the ninth article
of the ‘Aesthetic Vocabulary’

he dramatic media is powered by a continuing validation of the
activity of the dramatic substance in the middle of the action. In such
environments, if we want to have enough dramatic material for shaping, we should make strict selection depending of criteria of the
phenomenon, which aspires to be dramatic. Ater we select the appropriate dramatic phenomenon, we should get to know the features
and, of course, the relations through which it will correspond with
those interested. Balle very essentially describes the relation between
media and their exploitation [1]. In this context, the media are subject
to constant review of the power of communication. he outdated
medium shape goes out of use, while the competitiveness generates
new form that may last longer, but not more than a lifetime.
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he language of the dramatic medium is very important factor
for maintaining the independence of communication. It is composed
of references: the more references [2], the wider the possibility of
communication. In the ongoing conlicts of all or nothing, we return
to the issue of (post)modern [3], which in a chivalrous manner
marked the past century and made us feel like post-people.
he postmodern would be the thing which in the modern
indicates the unrepresentable in the very presentation: the
thing that rejects the consolation of the good forms, the
consensus of the taste which would enable common experiencing the nostalgia for the impossible; the thing that is
interested in new performances, not to enjoy in them, but
to feel that the unrepresentable exists.
(Lyotard, 108: 17)

he nostalgia for the impossible, untouchable, is oten debated among
“the lunatic, the lover, and the poet” [4], these three sides of the playwright’s personality. he debate stops at the chapter called abandonment
of the myths. he modern traveler began his escape from the archetypal
epic world [5] a long time ago, and commenced building new mythologies. he dynamic time of the artist conirms that Borges’ world full of
Kaka’s metaphors produces a kind of cyber poetry, new and brave, yet
irmly rooted in the Aristotle’s poetic scheme.
Typically for their aesthetics, the theater plays, ilms, comic books
and other art works have their own poetics. It is a constant of the existence and maintenance of their autochthonous aesthetic attire.
2.1. he expression of the artist
he sense of the true values would be lost if the miniatures
are interpreted in the simple relativism of large and small.
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he piece of moss can easily be a ir-tree but the ir-tree will
never be a piece of moss. he imagination does not work in
both directions with the same belief.
(Bachelard, 8: 228)

he poetics of the world can be understood only through the expression of the creative act, no matter whether the nature is standing
behind it or just the human. Small and big things [6] are equal because
they are personalized and integrated by common force - the force of
creation. he relativism of large and small, and the relativism of taller
and lower, fuller and emptier must have its original meaning. here
is no color that is more beautiful than another, there are only tastes.
It is about “abstracting color from the concrete phenomenon, which
was its sole source for the attendant complex of and associations”
(Eisenstein, 49: 140).
Physics of the artistic word can also create an expression,
worthy of respect. he media representation of the text is the same
as portraying a person, place or event, using grammatical, logical,
and - metaphysical laws. “If we want to renew a language, it is not
possible with the use of verbal acrobatics, with ‘innovative’ varieties
in the existing condition of the language, but by reaching for the
metaphysics” (White, 159: 385).
he expression is a relection of the meaningful essence, and
art is not a static presentation, like a clear relection in a mirror, but
a dynamic ield (Suvin, 120: 60). In order to be more tangible for the
audience, the expression should not be literal, but allegorical [7].
Everything depends on the decision of the author or his approach
and attitude towards the phenomena of the world in which we live.
In the end, if we perceive the world as an exhibition space and the
creations as an expressive part of the artist’s space, we can apply Eco’s
“theory of exhibitions” [8]. hus it will be easier to imagine the
essences.
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2.2. Aesthetic act
Why is it possible to have a reason for belief, if it is impossible to be sure?
- Wittgenstein, three hundred seventy-third note in
‘On Certainty’

What causes feelings of attraction or rejection, sympathy or antipathy,
setting in motion the spirituality, is called aesthetic. he aesthetic
values have been in the focus of the human for a long time. Each
artist produces theses to complete the esthetic of his own work.
Aesthetic scanning of visual spheres requires new essences of the
artistic phenomena. Oten, due to the required penetration of the
newly-dimensional values, the up-to-date aesthetic theories are refuted. he comparative aesthetics deals with establishment of the
new aesthetic phenomena, compared with the former. Every art and
artistic categorization makes its own levels of sensitivity qualities and
phenomenal essences. he artistic disciplines use this sum of qualities
and essences. So, the desire for visualization of the thought and the
word is imminent.
he desire as an esthetic condition is a relected attitude
towards the whole, as a full mediation. he man leaves the
natural extent of his existence as directness in the ininitive
whole of the nature, he chooses the way of appropriation of
the same origin, which goes through the increasing substitution of the directness and the increasing transfer of the
desired, imaginary, utopian, absent.
(Bardžieva-Kolbe, 15: 275)

If the desired has a connection with the aesthetic condition, the
perceptions have aesthetic base, too. he impressions belong to the
domains of materiality and spirituality, and they can exist separately
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or together. More impressions grouped as a whole lead to building
a position towards the thing, the object. Accordingly, the aesthetic
act means forming an attitude, and the poetics is a systematic aesthetics with principles, attitudes.
2.3. Necessity of poetics
For the purpose of sounding out the dramatic phenomena and their
essence, we must call upon for the basic concepts of poetics. We must
not circumvent the epic, the lyrical and the dramatic. he fundamental
poetics (Staiger, 148: 34) seeks to distinguish the dramatic work on
paper from the shaped, stage work which gives tone to the words.
he distinguishing of artistic directions [9] and the integration of
aesthetic norms in the direction of the current moment, allows easier
acceptance of the poetic principles. At the beginning of the new, third
millennium, in the time of complete intellectual nomadization, [10]
despite the attempts to iniltrate apocalyptic images in the perspective
of the artist / aesthetician, we are brought in a situation without a
slowdown to reconsider the principles of poetics. With a reserve
about the non-functional and anachronic principles, and having
regard to the predestination for the creation, there is nothing we can
do but build and nurture our own - ars poetica.
3. ABOUT MM PHENOMENA
We are on a plane. During the two and a half hours of light, if the
weather allows us and if it is really cloudy, at least twenty minutes we
are directly above the clouds. If we are on an altitude which provides
us with a view, this is what we can see: a wilderness of snow dunes.
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However, this is not what we see, but a cloudy mass that from the
airplane’s angle looks like a bright wideness with a shape of a terrain.
he initial detection of this tempting sight indicates a dense surface,
but ater the conclusion that it was only an optical deception, we are
accepting the reality bellow us, which looks like something surreal.
he increase of such observations is due to the fact that the aircrat
is hypersonic. his aircrat is a product of the twentieth century and
the events which are caused by its functional options, form images
in the human being, images which were strange and not familiar to
him before he came on board. If we take into consideration that all
of this happened in the twentieth century, but such an event is still
possible even today, with a complete accuracy we can call this phenomenon the twentieth-century’s phenomenon, or XX phenomenon
or MM phenomenon or 20C phenomenon. (he etymology of the XX,
MM, and 20C preixes is in the abbreviations and symbols used for
the ‘twentieth century’). Because of the extremely high difusion of
the phenomena, they can be detected in diferent polygons of the
dramatic surroundings of the man. Many times a phenomenon will
look like another one, or a phenomenon will be subordinate to another
one. In the modern world of globalization and in favor of investigating the issue of the dramatic, we can distinguish seven major groups
of phenomena. All of them, except the irst and the last, practice their
own modules of application in the cyber-utopical twentieth century,
i.e. the last hundred years of the second millennium. During this time
range of enormous critical mass of splendor and misery, wars and
discoveries, ups and downs, revolutionary things are happening (still!)
in terms of scientiic and technological development, as well as in
view of dramatic art, communication culture and humanities.
a. Phenomenon of variable being
b. Phenomenon of various frequencies
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Phenomenon of fantasy
←
Phenomenon of alienation
← MM Phenomena
←
Phenomenon of violent (ab)use
Phenomenon of inter(-text/-medium)
Phenomenon of disappearance

he entire existence of the (dramatic) phenomena relies on
perfectly studied phenomenal ield by Merleau-Ponty [1]. In fact, every
phenomenon itself is dramatic, ranging from the mimicry movement
of nature, active earth and cosmic objects which are a source of live
energy. Speaking about the phenomenology of dramatic, out of all
seven phenomenal dominants, perhaps the phenomenon of diferent
frequencies in the twentieth century (and now in the twenty-irst) is
the most penetrating among the people, and because of that from the
present point of view it is the most interesting for a study. It is actually
based on the unceasing activity of light and sound waves and refers to
the inished objects in the form of a record, and we mediate with them
through the sense of sight and (or) hearing. It is the unique phenomena
with futuristic power, unlike the phenomenon of disappearance, which
is concerned with the inite. he phenomenon of variable being originated from the very genesis, but it achieved its most sophisticated
stadium in the twentieth century, with the opportunity to develop
further. he phenomenon of fantasy is a phenomenon bordering with
the phenomenon of the diferent frequencies and it contains in itself
the motivation for the supernatural, understanding of space, which
constantly intrigues the human being. he phenomena of alienation
and violent (ab)use have common features with the sociological aspects
of action. Another exciting phenomenon which marked the twentieth
century is the phenomenon of intertext or the intermedia. It occasionally upgrades on the phenomenon of diferent frequencies and we can
expect that one day it will fully connect with it.
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he phenomenon of variable being is determined by the capabilities of the human beings; the phenomenon of diferent frequencies contains the sub phenomenal forms of art, music, writing, theater,
photography, ilm, telecommunication expression with their open
option for mutual fusion; the phenomenon of fantasy is an abstract
phenomenon in the domain of parallel forms of knowledge; the
phenomenon of alienation focuses the main feature in the migration
processes of the being, but also in the spiritual side separately; the
phenomenon of violent (ab)use or the catachresis has also a wide
range of presence in the last hundred years [2], with a tendency for
excessive entry in all social systems; the phenomenon of inter (-text/medium) is the latest one, with proiling for the most complete and
most component phenomenal luctuation; the phenomenon of disappearance [3] is perhaps the only anti-phenomenon, which leads to
cancellation of all previously mentioned phenomena and the struggle
of the human mind in the next hundred years should be taken exactly
against the difusion of such phenomenal directions.
3.1. Twentieth century
he unresolvable crisis of the main and still dominantly accepted form
led to a rich proliferation of alternative forms, but also to completely
new situations of fragmentation. What happened in the theater was
repeated in the immensely wide range, in cinema and television, which
became the main dramatic institutions (compare Williams, 160: 193).
Undisputed fact is that the lourishing of the twentieth century
had a preconditioned motif in the experimental discourse of the
action. Ater the establishment of all acceptable forms of expression
and institutional features, there was a need for identifying alternative
solutions in all types of art and especially in the visual ones. [4]
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Facing the one and same values, the human will for creation embed
in the past (and seemingly dead) stages of phenomenological descriptiveness. he acceptance of some ancient forms and styles began
slowly, inding cover in the standing “what’s here is mine and now
belongs to me”. hus, in the language of Mexico before Columbus,
santero stands for a person who makes masks and various church
igures. “he santero is well-trained carver whose work is expected
to have a high degree of realism” (Howard, 72: 340). Does the archaeological artefacts discovered in the twentieth century mean
detection of a phenomenon that belongs equally to this, but at the
same time to some another century? Do the Egyptian hieroglyphs
and the similarity between the marks of some modern directions
indicate the interference of the centuries? he largest percentage of
responses is positive.
According to Todorov, the culture has a dual function: “rational
(cognitive) and emotional (afective)” (152: 117). It can be manifested
only through the power of human perception. Hence, the works of
the man of the twentieth century [5], are an embedded part in the
treasury vault and are made by the most perfect and the long-existing
being of the mother nature. In this context, he Scream by Munch
meant a warning against the disasters which were slowing down the
progressive directions in the productivity, while the phenomenon of
‘Titanic’ meant a defeat over the technological achievements. We
could understand the analysis of the subject as a “dramatic repression” (Kristeva, 98: 134), connecting it with Oedipus and comparing
it with the myths which always lead us into the right direction. But
there are assurances that such mythical points are correct. Whether
that is a new primitivism or something else, it is shown by the results
which are sometimes unforgivable. Indeed, in history everything
depends on the character of the man, on his choice, and on his behavior toward that choice. he gesticulation of the hands, for example,
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is the embodiment of inner expression, but strictly codiied and
enforceable only on the principles. John Bulwer shared similar
thoughts in his Chirologia or the Natural Language of the Hand
(1664).
What was the inspiration of the people who were building the
Babylon, and what was the inspiration of those building the Eifel
Tower? And how did Harry Houdini (1874-1926) get the inspiration
in his magician presentation [6]? How did Erno Rubik (1944) invent
the Rubik’s cube in 1974? Responses should not be only empirical.
heir origin should be sought in the period of time when the idea
for concrete realization was born, because their inspiring impulse
lies in the time constant colored with the abilities of the man (or collectivity) who had an urge to create something (completely) new.
How would we then explain the ontology of Guernica (1937)
by Pablo Picasso (1881-1973), the songs of John Lennon (1940-1980),
the slogan ‘Mirko, beware of the bullet!’, the Sarah Kay collection of
children’s motifs, Swarovski’s watches, the school’s herbariums and
many other things? [7]
he power of the mise-en-scène and the initial method of
animation are recorded for the irst time through the irst motion
pictures, on the Folies Bergère’s screen in 1907. he mediumism increasingly denotes stimulation of the supernatural world through
the medium. herefore, it is necessary the action “to be photographed,
once and for all, in its best moment” (Barba, 9: 114). Each new decade
leaves its signature, overvaluating the previous point of view for the
expense of proiciency and making up new manifests, movements,
activities [8]...
Pulpmodernism began its usage as an expression or direction
because of the success of one ilm, once, at the very end of the twentieth
century. “here are more testing questions to ask about postmodernism’s oppositional, critical and liberating aspect and its relation to a
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social and cultural past and future” (Brooker, 28: 143). he panic
theater spread because of Fernando Arrabal and his motto motivated
by the classical period, the new weaves in the music and ine art motivated John Cage with Variations and Ralph Goings with Golden
Dodge in 1971. he sketches, the drawings, achieved phenomenological release in the pseudo event [9]. Actually, “in the history of painting,
collage leads into assemblage, which extends the collage principle into
space and various media.” (Kostelanetz, 94: 15). Gradually, with the
penetration of the cultural market, the U.S. superpower conceived
new utopias in which the entertainment and the artistic realization
rose on a pedestal of iconicity. Davy Crockett (1786-1836) [10], that
Superman with marten skin using the help of the industrial Disneyland
in season 1954/55 was launched through TV programmes, but also
as an icon of hats, shirts, jeans, records and other relics [11]. In the
ilm, however, the characteristic of the iconic sign is set by the “perception ield on the lens of the camera” (Ksiazek-Konicka, 99: 167).
he ilm medium as a particularly powerful medium synthesizes
the entire knowledge so far about movement and motion pictures
[12]. he meanings of the ilm image are not selected any more as a
surface interpretation of the frame and its visual essence, but also as
a relective point, liting up the third meaning [13]. he ilm as a
medium is not really a medium on its own like the poem or the written word, but a collective piece of art with diferent individualities,
uniting the color, light, sound, acting, speech [14]. he matrixes of
radio and television are diferent, but they complement each other
on the postulates of the ilm kinesthesia, with an open opportunity
for communication. Finally, by rising the actor’s art, the diference
between the actor’s play in theater and the play in front of the camera
becomes signiicantly noticeable [15].
In terms of the ictional iconography, and by applying the most
popular super- characters of the comic books, here is how Reynolds
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arranged the features of the superheroes of the twentieth century,
through the comic books medium, the ninth art:
1. he hero is marked out from society. He oten reaches maturity without having a relationship with his parents.
2. At least some of the superheroes will be like earthbound
gods in their level of powers. Other superheroes of
lesser powers will consort easily with these earthbound
deities.
3. he hero’s devotion to justice overrides even his devotion
to the law.
4. he extraordinary nature of the superhero will be contrasted with the ordinariness of his surroundings.
5. Likewise, the extraordinary nature of the hero will be
contrasted with the mundane nature of his alter-ego.
Certain taboos will govern the actions of these alteregos.
6. Although ultimately above the law, superheroes can be
capable of considerable patriotism and moral loyalty to
the state, though not necessary to the letter of its laws.
7. he stories are mythical and use science and magic indiscriminately to create a sense of wonder.
(128: 16)

What was perhaps the most noticeable before the end of the twentieth
century through the species, the gender, the genres and the other
divisions which it imposed is the need of production that does not
stop at all. he product as a deinite consumable shape very easily
begins to ofer itself to the senses of the consumer, becoming not
only an object of satisfaction of senses, but also an object of the market
economy. hose are the reasons why the occurrence of hyper-production in the twentieth century is a sword with two blades.
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3.2. Recycling of the code
Phenomenologist (...) takes the picture as it is, such as it is
created by the poet and tries to adopt it for himself, to support himself with that rare outgrowth; he carries that picture
to the very limit of what he can imagine.
(Bachelard, 8: 308)

he resulting forms of the twentieth century are subject to airmation and denial. Most of them are of poetic, speciic poetic construction. Ater Karel Čapek wrote R.U.R. in 1920, the concept of robotics
is sublimated in various works and authorships. If Woyzeck is a human creature, then the robot is sub-human creature. In the cacophony
of the twentieth century, recognizing the originality of some photos
of the being is a skill. Moreover, it is very important to distinguish
the ordinary lows of “the historical movement of hybridity as camoulage” (Bhabha, 20: 63). When the Phoenicians colonized the
Mediterranean, they carry the cult of Baal with them, and in the old
European civilization the cult of the Mother Goddess (Magna Mater)
was respected (Gimbutas, 63: 349). he tradition preserved also the
Sinj’s Alka, Strumica’s Trimeri, and the Wedding in Galičnik, although
the dramatic play here gets a level of collective fun. What we should
do to distinguish the phenomenon of the postcolonial forms during
the values’ preservation is the stamp of the phenomenal discovery.
But we should know that the stamp is put by the one (or ones) in
whose era the invention occurred.
he time goes in circle. Magical and unique. In the center
of that circle is the man. Maybe the times disappear, but the
man still knows how to capture that disappearing time.
(Bakevski, 9: 109)
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Are certain layers of the historical lows repeated rondo-like?
Or the diachronic refers to the historical dimension in which the
phenomenon is changing through the time in opposition to the
synchronic. he synchronic is a position of the phenomenon which
exists in a given time in a contrast with the diachronic. hinking
about the future of postmodern theater we are reminding ourselves
to the Aesop’s fable about the dog and the chef which is used by
Beckett in his …Godot [16]. And it is not an accidental use. He is one
of the irst who know how to fully apply and perform the procedure
of the modern drama. Witkacy touches the peak of the modernistic
research of the drama’s future, and the plays of Heiner Müller are the
top of the postmodern utopism in the method, imposing their own
poetic personality.
At the end of this conclusion about the recycling of the MM
code, what is let to us is to detect the use of images and music in the
method of criticism [17]. We will use the example of Kurosawa’s ilms.
he constant denominator of his works is among the polarities of
“the same and the other, the own and someone else’s’” (Suk, 144: 58).
Some of the natural phenomena that people could not recognize
in the Middle Ages or in the primitive societies, in similar or in an
altered form, are decoded in the twentieth century. Maybe the same
will happen to our followers on this planet, who ater a hundred or
thousands of years will have the opportunity to face our dramatic
(and to them already alien) phenomenal places and moments. Who
knows what could happen if the recycling of the code does not
exist?
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4. THRONIZATIONS AND (DE-)THRONIZATIONS
HELIOGABALUS
ELAGABALUS
EL-GABAL
-Artaud, in ‘Heliogabal’

In the cruel world of proving and ighting in the closest living surrounding, the man deals with wisdoms, lights, south winds...
Recognizing the dramatic excitement, new perspectives are being
opened. In the course of experiencing the recognition, the location
of the man changes. Sometimes he is grounded, with all the banalities
of the ordinary, patterned world. Sometimes he aims high toward
something that should be reached, to be learned, and sometimes he
is willingly or forcibly returned by the act of ‘climbing’. At the moment when he is at the place called a ‘peak’ of the search, the purpose
or the mission, he experiences the beneits of the maximum peace.
Once removed from the highest point of view, he returns to the lower
levels of action, hoping for a new opportunity.
While up there, the man reached thronization. When he is
faced with the lower stairs, then de-thronization happens to him.
here are exceptions, but in most cases the path upwards is a very
hard one, while the opposite path is accepted as something quite
normal. In moments of approaching the top and distancing from it,
the man is somewhere in-between. hese states of man are the most
existential levels that touch most of the cases.
hronization and de-thronization can be seen in almost all
spheres of existence, creation, construction. hey contain similar
principles as the phenomena of birth and death, of happiness and
sadness, of beautiication and ugliication, of enjoyment and sickness,
of hope and disappointment... In the dramatic ield, they are the
driving force behind the action.
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4.1. Up, down and between
Without action there is a tendency towards absence. Because of the
constant activity of substances in the nature and the human immediate environment, we have occurrences of phenomenal places. “A
phenomenon in the history of mankind is no longer forgotten because
it has revealed in human nature” (Foucault, 55: 93). he comprehension of Freytag is very useful in the scrutiny of the dramatic phenomenon. Using a free paraphrase of Freytag’s pyramid [1], the play
has ive acts and three places (see the sketch below):
1 - Introduction. New organic.
2 - Development or rise.
3 - Change in the course of events. Peripetia.
4 - Catastrophe or decline.
5 - Outcome. End of the play [2].
A - Start (down).
B - Top (up). Culmination.
C - he end (down).
B
3

2

4

PYRAMID OF PLAY

1
A

5
C
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In the area of the dramatic nature, the content is always important. he exterior is susceptible to forgetting, but we always remember the inner content. “he meaningful content of art is always
diferent, always changing, always exceeding all previous meanings
in some way” (Nettle, 120: 185). In the process of artistic creation,
the life is striking as a fresco-magazine. Man is born intellectually,
makes a fresco and moves to another place, providing himself conditions for something new. hat is the beginning of moving and nomadism. “In the last third of the twentieth century in Europe the
nomad is not a threat but a sample (White, 159: 58).
he antiheroic masquerade other modern forms of life are
added onto, is on the border between the potency and the impotency.
he drastic approximation and distancing is also visible here. It occurs as a massive crowd of ‘strangers’, individuals who are born
somewhere else, on another continent. hen, we wonder whether
America and other continents are more and more distant from
Europe? In the chaos of dramatic rolls, the native European has a
feeling that someone else has taken over his time. “he King takes
all my time,” said the Madame of Derrida (42: 2). Neither Jameson
nor his postmodernism are no longer able to predict the dangers of
hyper-real charade.
Pinocchio has a long nose or no nose, Munchausen is lying or
saying the truth, Schlemiel has a shadow or he is without a shadow. In
a world of diference, everything is throned with a valuable epithet. What
is the anus mirabilis if there are no valuations? When?! Never, for the
simple reason that the values represent the things in the time system.
What is it to have time? If a time belongs, it’s because the word
time designates metonymically less time itself than the things
with which one ills the form of time, time as form.
(Derrida, 42: 3)
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he striptease of human virtues and vanities began along with the
bull ighting, the rock art, the governing. But even in the time of www
(world wide web) the simulation of power and the dissimulation are
basic factor of the survival of societies and states. According to Bacon
[3], the major priorities of simulation and dissimulation are three.
Firstly, to put the resistance on hold and to surprise; secondly, to save
an honest exception for the human characteristic; thirdly, to better
reveal the opinion of the other [4]. Among these three meditations
empires and kingdoms [5] raised and fall, the kings were thronized
and de-thronized. Describing the land, with a political perspective
on the governing, More (114) illustrates the King Utopus as a ruler
of the best country Utopia. Moreover, “the King takes nothing from
her and gives as much as he takes” [6]. He, sometimes represented
as a lord of the rings, is - the distributor, and also the guardian of the
abundance. [7]
About the perfection of numerous ups and downs in the life
drama, we can ind much in the essays of Montaigne. He metaphorically elaborates the technology of success / failure. But when we
cannot locate with words the thronizing and the de-thronizing stages,
they can be best understood through the painting motif: the drawing,
the photos, the reproduction... he invisible junction between thought
and image is one of the primary motivators of (de-)thronizations in
life and art.
he magical light is an expression of spiritual autonomy and
ecstasy (Eliade, 50: 479). In his own way, Baudelaire (16) [8] is ecstatic
talking about the playing of seraphim, about the wide range of experiences which lead to their intimistic realization. he light of
spiritual, the removing from the body is comparable to the phenomenon of the tree. he symbol of the soul is the apple, the apple tree
(malus domestica), which brings love and health, and under the
mythological power of a Venus and Dionysus. For the American
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Indians the light of the soul is determined with totems spreading
out to the four sides of the world. he light of the soul, the connection between life and death, can be the most transparently explained
only by the science.
In the world of perceptions and illusions, justice and injustice,
in the bases and in the heights of reality, we are trying to change the
world as it suits to each new generation. In these everyday attempts,
‘the reality’ has been removed from the hyper-reality of our simulated
world (James, 79: 153). We still exist in the hoop of the visible with
a divine intent for new comprehensions.

APPENDIX

5. RECOGNITION OF MM DRAMATIC PHENOMENA
he transient condition, which covers and represents the
multitude in the unity or in the simple substance, is nothing
else but what is called a perception...
- Leibniz, the fourteenth thesis of ‘Monadology’

he perception is the one that enables coming close to or far from
the objects with a dramatic background. What does it mean to observe
the dramatic phenomenon, composed of uniquely coded baggage?
It is like creating a new world, unlike the previous one, which was
new yesterday but now it no longer is. If we add a new spirituality,
the yesterday phenomenon will be again from yesterday, but with an
open opportunity to upgrade and travel in the world of tomorrow.
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he recognition of the dramatic phenomena that marked the
twentieth century, means detection of phenomenal moments which
through dramatic (re)activation in a radius of 100 (plus / minus 10)
years have made a breakthrough in the consciousness and behavior
of the man. he MM phenomena extend mainly within the period
from 1890 to 2001. heir zenith is in 2001, when the calculation of
the new century, i.e. new millennium began. An expressive model
of the dramatic phenomenon is the image, which can easily be transformed into a word or a sound.
he phenomenology of the imagination cannot be satisied
with reduction which makes secondary means of expression from the images: the phenomenology of imagination
required images to be directly perceived, to be understood
as events that happened in life. When the image is new, the
world is new as well.
(Bachelard, 8: 87)

he painting motif in our research is a complementary part of the
method of recognition. Under each illustration, the text is a supplement, a variation of the image’s meaning. It serves the comparative
arrangement of elements that are part of this study.
Recognition (…) as the word itself tells us, means a transition from ignorance to knowledge.
(Aristotle, 3: 51)

Further on, Aristotle explains that the recognition (άναγνώρισις)
is a moment from a drama or an action where one or two milestones
recognize one another, and the change in the course of events occurs.
If for us the world is a play, then we could apply the principles of
recognition in the area of practical life. According to the Canadian
Frye, there are two types of recognition:
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One is the continuous recognition of credibility, idelity to
experience, and of what is not so much lifelikeness as lifeliveliness. he other is the recognition of the identity of the
total design, into which we are initiated by the technical
recognition in the plot.
(59: 29)

Aristotle continues with the conclusion that “of all, however, the best
is the recognition that comes from the entities themselves when the
surprise occurs through the believable events” (3: 59). From the present
perspective, it is very ungrateful to discuss what is believable and what
is unbelievable. For the contemporary man, almost everything that
happens on earth is possible, so therefore all earthly phenomena are
believable. hat’s why there is a method of gathering proof. In the
twentieth century, counterfeiters govern the originals and it is diicult
to be recognized, isn’t it? herefore, the proof should be provided by
the researcher himself or the tracer of the phenomenon.
Frans Lanting (1951), the photographer for whom each meridian
is reachable, without having any diiculty with the polar cold or tropical heat, perpetuates the animals, putting them into a composed frame.
he kids from my generation gathered Panini self-adhesive stickers
and enjoyed the realm of the album. We played (the male) with balls
and (the female) with Barbies, cowboys and Indians, partisans and
Germans, we listened Yesterday by Beatles and Bolero by Ravel, for the
irst time we witnessed the eclipse of the sun and the moon, the Halley’s
comet, but we also survived the Chernobyl and the UFO-fever.
All dramatic phenomena (mythologies) of the twentieth century
became autonomized. Due to the easier way of recognition, we group
them as themes, characters, signs, works and messages. heir aura
has not died, although some of them have been covered by the history. Hyper-real world activated them again with the globalization
charm of dedication to their longevity.
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5.1. hemes
When we watch an accelerated blossoming of a lower on the movie
screen, we are experiencing a supreme image of giving a present.
Depending on the concentration, through the big and through the
small (TV) screen we recognize(d) pure examples of hybrid phenomena. he freshness of the theme and the continuous update enabled
the irst story on the Lord Greystoke, Tarzan by Burroughs to be
turned into a comic book by Hogarth, and also into a serial. he
opportunities for adaptation increased when television became a
glue for the eyes.
he theme of Salgari was a motive for the cult ilm Sandokan
the Great (1976), a kind of mixture between Tarzan and Robin Hood,
to be adapted as a TV serial with Kabir Bedi (1945). he same happened to the comic book theme about the time-traveler with time
machine (timeline) Dr Who of Newman to be transposed on BBC
as TV serial in 1963, and then ilmed in several separate movies
Daleks: Invasion of the Earth 2150 A.D. (1966) and Dr. Who and the
Daleks (1965) [1].
he detective topics veritas omnia vincit experienced similar
dual visualization: Kojak through TV serials, then the ilms Kojak:
he Belarus File (1985) and Kojak: he Price of Justice (1987) with
Telly Savalas (1925-1994) [2].
An example for successful dramatization of a book is Dracula
(1897) by Bram Stocker (1847-1912), one of the most exploited themes
about vampirism in the twentieth century.
Lately, the great American theme of romantic desire (for alliance, union, agreement, etc.) can be broken by the institutions of the
romance (heterosexuality, wedding, homogenous relations) (compare
Pearce / Wisker, 125: 16). here are also many examples of happy
and unhappy marriages of jet-set celebrities [3].
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he ilming of the documentary themes [4] means “shown
accelerated moving of the snail from his house, a snail which very
quickly points out its antlers towards the sky” (Bachelard, 8: 166).
he ilm aggression came out from this paragraph. An example for
that is the theme in Terminator 2 in 1991: before the ‘judgment
day’.
5.2. Characters
hat the distinction between ‘real’ and prosthetic memory
is virtually undecidable makes the call for an ethics of personhood both frightening and necessary – an ethics based
not on a pluralistic form of humanism or essentialism of
identiication, but rather on a recognition of diference.
(Landsberg, 102: 95, emph. by G.T.)

he irst supporter of the process of recognizing the diference between characters (such as those in he Blade Runner [5]) was Jean
de le La Bruyère (1645 - 1696) with Characters (1688). Ater already
well-known Everymen, Cinderella, Mackie Messer, King Marko and
Itar Pejo, the characters of the friendly Donald Duck, and almighty
Superman, Spiderman, Batman were formed [6]. While all of us were
watching David Bellamy (1933) in Survival and other TV shows on
zoology and botany, we collected insectariums and were familiar
with the earth, water and air as well. We were telling jokes and anecdotes on the personalities of Gigo and Cvetko, Mirko and Slavko,
Mujo and Haso, Džota Pata and Crtan Tomo. here were such who
were endless inspiration for the new forms of iction [7]. he talk
about make-up and masking the characters already began. he mask
has become an expression of emphasizing the lines of the face, its
supplement. It was not so important any more whether Uncle Tom
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created in 1852 is black or white. Anne Frank (1929-1945) has long
gone, and James Dean (1931-1955) as well; new stars like Eva Herzigova
(1973) were born, but the prototype for the character of Alice still
glows:
he meaning of the journey that the man accomplishes
through the altered space, by altering himself: because the
strong cosmos-being carefully leads the small guest from the
initial astonishment and confusion to the inal knowledge,
to the moment when the revived being can inally understand
himself and the surrounding, so that he could answer to the
questions “who am I and what is this world around me”?
(Munitić, 118: 211-2)

Bunker’s Alan Ford [8] was born at the Sixth Avenue in New York,
a member of the TNT group. Zagor [9] alias Patrick Wilding [10],
was also born, from the imaginary region Darkwood, and the etymology of his name should be looked into the Indian’s Za-gor-te-ney,
meaning spirit with an ax, or from genealogical perspective, between
(ZA-LA-Mort), the hero of the Italian silent ilm and Flash Gordon
(GOR) [11].
he cheerful faces of Max Linder (1883-1925), Ch. Ch. alias
Charlie Chaplin (1889-1977), Stanlio (Stan Laurel, 1890-1965) and
Ollio (Oliver Hardy, 1892-1957) have been present for a long time,
then Marx Brothers: Chico Leonard, (1891-1961), Harpo Arthur,
(1893-1964), Groucho (Julius Henry, 1890-1977), Gummo Milton,
(1894-1977), Zeppo Herbert, (1901-1979), and then Frigo (Buster
Keaton, 1896-1966), and Toto (Antonio de Curtis Gagliardi Grifo
Focas, 1898-1967).
All of these were predecessors of the animated heroes such as
Popeye, the sailor hero with over 250 short cartoons by the producer
Max Fleischer (1889-1972).
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5.3. Signs
Is the mask of Oberon a character, a creature? What does the red star
and the swastika remind us of, and what do they really mean? Does
the naked woman and the mermaid, on a pen, which we turn around,
actually mean something? he writings i.e. the signs on a paper
(which once read become alive) are the words / names: Peter Pan,
Schweik, Ivanhoe, Robinson, Gulliver, Heidi... [12] Ok, but what
kinds of signs are tattoos, graiti, billboards, SMS messages, if we
know that every living creature breathes. At the bunraku theater [13]
the creatures have a life too, and their signs are also alive meanings.
In addition, signs may be natural and artiicial. For detecting the
signs presented through text, tone, mime, gesture, movement of the
actor in the world of signs, there is a semiotic method that analyzes
the action achieved by all constituents equally. [14]
Today, when people play darts with Molotov cocktails, when
airlines do not guarantee safety of passengers, when the exchange rate
list is variable, when dressing the heroes into costumes is over, we can
expect a quiet war of the signs, domination of the signs. When it comes
to “a world-wide fragmentation, it is not unnatural to think about a
world-wide integration” (McLuhan, 111: 107), and the numbers unnoticeably became signs: 30 days, 31 letters, 32 teeth, refreshing drinks
such as 7up, and the number can also have a mystical value. [15]
he alcoholic beverage (Tеаcher’s -1830, Johnnie Walker-1820,
Jameson-1780, Jim Beam-1795, Four Roses-1888, Smirnof-1818,
Beefeater-1820, Metaxa-1880), no matter its new packaging, has biographic origin with year of production and a distinctive taste. Processed
tobacco, as well. With the rise and fall of the cigarettes in the eighties
of the last century, when Kent was a sign of crisis and became a mass
medium, Dunhill tried to return to Europe, Camel was the taste of
nostalgia and a smoke of adventure, York, Best and Partner were
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cheaper variant versus HB. All of these are large signs of recognition:
the rider on the Marlboro ad, the toys sold together with the Pez
bonbons, the photos in the Bazooka chewing gum... Selling / buying
became a characteristic of the presence in the global frame: to enjoy
the Algida ice creams, to refresh yourself with Cockta and Sinalco, to
have a sip of Strumica’s Mastika, to have Adidas sneakers on your
feet, to cook with the Floriol oil, to use the Valvoline oil for vehicles,
to brush your teeth with Kolynos tooth paste, to use the Pampers
diapers for your baby, to wear Benetton clothes... he town was provided with the same products as the village. “he city as a ship is a
collective extension of the castle of our skins, as cloths are a personal
extension of our skins” [16]. Did we forget the naive Vučko, the
mascot of the Winter Olympics in Sarajevo, which became a part of
Yu-iconography [17] and also a sign of recognition of the smell of
wick and incense in senseless wars? he warning cannot be forgotten,
especially when it is bitter or nostalgic. A time of returning to the
roots is coming, although the schengen for the south-east European
countries became a nightmare. When will we see and hear again “the
ritual costumes and magical drums?” [18] In the globalization of the
twenty-irst century, the full shots of the twentieth century are paraphrased and are in further use, while the nations do not want to
recognize the failures and mistakes.
In the evolutionary process from klaker and boza to Red Bull,
Coca-Cola the most superiorly penetrated in all societies as a legendary
symbol with white letters on red background. Out of it, on the basis of
pop-art, the Coca-Cola-art or worship of objects resulted, at the same
time when the movie and the comic books became popular features.
hat is the topic for ilming he Coca Cola Kid (1985) by Makavejev.
he growth of the empire of “Coca-Cola” (...) is closely
connected with the history of great social promises of the
twentieth century, so without changing, its crat has become
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a symbol of the world that changed even more. (...) he life
and the culture change their positions: the thing which is
lived is only certain types of culture and the culture creates
tangible forms of life like nowhere else.
(Tirnanić, 150)

he time for TV News becomes universal opportunity to listen and
review the most recent domestic and foreign information, and 24/7
satellite Cartoon Network broke the pattern for ‘cartoons’ before
bedtime. In addition, the timing for serials becomes a ‘sacred time’.
[19] Playboy already exists in several world languages, and the daily
newspapers in various countries have the same names: News, Today,
Time... Mechanical clocks were replaced with electrical ones and only
the Flower clock in Geneva remained as a symbol of the beauty of
the time.
Brands on the auto market mutate in new sport bodies, on the
merits of the old engines: Fiat, Mercedes, Rolls-Royce, Audi, Renault,
Ford, Chrysler, Citroen, Chevrolet, Phänomen... Diesel, oil - or gas?
Green paper or plastic? he vulgar urbanization of the city or a quiet
natural migration to suburbs? Anyway, CNN has an access to every
village and peak elevation, and to eat at McDonald’s is now a general
location.
Publication of the western MAD had almost the same intensity
as the re-publication of Politikin Zabavnik, and the Muppets by Jim
Henson reached the same publicity as the factory of Mickey Mouse
by Walt Disney [20].
he names of the ilm stars become icons, too. [21]
Signs function also as signals: smoke signals and lag signals,
sign language, Morse code, traic lights, computer signs... heir usage
dimension of the transition from the twentieth into the twenty-irst
century reveals new, unused functions. However, many things would
not be as they are today if Tesla did not visit the Niagara Falls.
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5.4. Acts
Recognition in the literary work is a characteristic that the writers
have been searching for a long time [22].
Many things in the dramaturgical world would not be revitalized if Georg Büchner was not born [23]. He was the youngest, the
most revolutionary playwright with the shortest life span. He tried to
sketch the form of the modern drama, which the avant-garde authors
reshaped (some of them have become classics). he most interesting
of them was Samuel Beckett (1906-1989). Adorno [24] about Beckett’s
works, literally explaining the philosophical aspects in the cult play
Endgame (1957), recognizes the theater of stasis, and about the world
in Beckett’s later plays, the following has been stated:
His chief occupation, during this gradual dissolution, is the
summoning up of his memories: but they crumble, they are
vague, amorphous, cloudy, and no doubt untrue. Life is only
the recollection that we have of it; and recollection is nothing.
his nothing takes up a space in time; time passes, although
it goes nowhere; we are in perpetual movement, yet in this
journey that has no goal we remain stationary.
(de Beauvoir, 17: 240)

Beckett was one of the irst that intercrossed the theater and ilm art,
in a more modern way. Film (1965) by Beckett is an example of that.
Although the theater and ilm were not helping each other for a long
time, today we can speak of helping and inter segmentation of the
theater and ilm forms.
In the age of electronic memory, of ilm and reproducibility,
theatre performance appeals to living memory, which is not
a museum but metamorphosis.
(Barba, 11: 36)
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However, the ilm became something as a hyper-art so powerful that
all other art forms worked in favor of the ilm industrialization. he
ilm has opportunities to be open and complete artwork, enough to
satisfy the requirements of the perception [25] of the modern man
/ citizen / artist.
What causes the spectator’s awe of Chaplin’s igure is the
immense span between the intensity of the efect which he
achieves and the simplicity of his devices. He takes as the
dominant of his structure a component that usually (in ilm)
occupies a secondary position: gestures in the broad sense of
the term (facial expressions, gestures proper, poses).
(Mukařovský, 117: 177)

In the attempt for structural analysis of the appearance of the actor,
Chaplin is “a beggar with social aspirations”, and the actor’s appearance, gestures, voice features do not exist, because what is going on
is pantomime, no action, a burlesque. he phenomenon of Chaplin’s
playing in the City Lights relies on gestus and stasis, the substrates of
the action and contraction [26].
he kinesthetic impact as a procedure in the ilm work is followed by branching of the ilm language: the use of the master plan
[27], the kinesthetic movements, the motion camera and motion
actors [28], the orchestration.
he following small anthology of the ilm consisting of 56
works (see the table) is not made for the purpose of some sort of
selective approach, but to allocate the works which by the originality
of some of the elements satisfy the primary perceptive credo of the
cineaste and of the ordinary spectator.
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THE
BEGINNINGS

THE
CLASSICS

THE
BACKSLIDINGS

THE
INNOVATIONS

“A Trip to the
Moon” (1902, G.
Melies)

“Triumph of the
Will” (1934, L.
Reifenstahl)

“Jules and Jim”
(1962, F. Trufaut)

“Dead Poets
Society” (1990, P.
Weir)

“he Great Train
Robbery”
(1903, E. Porter)

“Stagecoach”
(1939, J. Ford)

“Blow up”
(1966,
M. Antonioni)

“he Silence of the
Lambs”
(1900, J. Demme)

“he Birth of a
Nation”
(1915, D. Griith)

“Citizen Kane”
(1941, O. Welles)

“Andrei Rublev”
(1966,
A. Tarkovsky)

“Europe”
(1991, L. von Trier)

“he Cabinet of Dr. “Casablanca”
Caligari”
(1942, M. Curtis)
(1920, R. Wiene)

“2001: A Space
Odyssey”
(1968, S. Kubrick)

“he Piano”
(1993, J. Campion)

“Nanook of the
North”
(1922, R. Flaherty)

“Ashes and
Diamonds”
(1948, A. Wajda)

“I Remember”
(1973, F. Fellini)

“Schindler’s List”
(1993, S. Spielberg)

“Nosferatu”
(1922, F. Murnau)

“Miracle in Milan”
(1951, V. de Sica)

“Taxi Driver”
“Pulp Fiction”
(1976, M. Scorsese) (1994, Q.
Tarantino)

“he Wheel”
(1925, A. Gance)

“Rashomon”
“Apocalypse Now”
(1951, A. Kurosava) (1979, F. Coppola)

“Four Rooms”
(1995,Anders/
Rockwell/
Rodriguez,
Tarantino)

“Cinema Eye”
(1924, Dz. Vertov)

“Wild Strawberries” “Fitzcarraldo”
(1957, I. Bergman) (1982, W. Herzog)

“Microcosmos”
(1996, C.
Nuridsany/M.
Perennou)

“Battleship
“he Bridge of the
Potemkin” (1925, S. River Kwai”
Eisenstein)
(1957, D. Lean)

“Blade Runner”
(1982, R. Scott)

“he English
Patient”
(1996.
A. Minghella)
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“he General”
(1926,
C. Bruckman)

“North by
Northwest”
(1959,
A. Hitchcock)

“Koyaanisqatsi”
(1983, G. Reggio)

“Live Flesh”
(1997, P.
Almodovar)

“Metropolis”
(1927, F. Lang)

“Last Year in
Marienbad”
(1961, A. Resnais)

“Amadeus”
(1984, M. Forman)

“Titanic”
(1997, J. Cameron)

“An Andalusian
Dog”
(1928, L. Bunuel)

“Closely Watched
Trains”
(1966, J. Menzel)

“Colonel Redl”
(1984, I. Szabo)

“Life is Beautiful”
(1998, R. Benigni)

“he Blue Angel”
(1930, J. von
Stenberg)

“Canaret”
(1972, B. Fosse)

“Dawn by Law”
(1986, J. Jarmush)

“No Man’s Land”
(2000, D. Tanović)

“City Lights”
(1931, C. Chaplin)

“1900”
(1976,
B. Bertolucci)

“Wings of Desire”
“he Lord of the
(1987, W. Wenders) Rings: he Return
of the King” (2003,
P. Jackson)

he backslidings are related to the inluence of Trufaut and
Godard, and the novelties to the new beginning of elaboration of old
themes, characters and signs. One of the last directions of the twentieth century was the new historicism like editing historical attractions, practicing collage or editing multiplied materials, where ‘the
power’ of the editing is not only an interpretation concept.
Movie editing becomes a principle of expression, and the
content and the formalistic whole from depend on the location of
the ilm cut. About the editing of the irst surrealistic ilm An Andalusian
Dog, Sidovski says:
In the illusory chaos, the logic of the dream, being coherent and allowing connection, prevails. Dialectics is
in the whole. With the ilm cut, when the blade cuts through
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the pupil of the eye – a cut – it is an entrance into the somnambulic world, from reality into unreality.
(136: 132-3)

he classic ilm works, however, such as Casablanca, North by Northwest
or Andrei Rublev [30], are subject of analysis by the followers of the
hyperrealism and postmodernism as well:
What ‘Casablanca’ does unconsciously, other movies will
do with extreme intertextual awareness, assuming also that
the addressee is equally aware of their purposes. hese are
“postmodern” movies, where the quotation of the topos is
recognized as the only way to cope with the burden of our
ilmic encyclopedic expertise.
(Eco, 48: 209, emph. by G.T.)

About the space in one of the best Hitchcock’s ilms, North by Northwest
it is said:
What results is thus still necessarily invested with content
in spite of itself – a content which does not want or identify
itself as such, and therefore takes on the form of a degraded
ideology of nature: so empty space is conceived as an empty
ield, at the same time as everything in this scene undermines
its ‘naturality’ and unmasks this seeming ‘nature’ as nature’s
opposite as ‘civilization’ and industry, as human praxis.
(Jameson, 81: 90-1)

Coming to the most contemporary ilms, the modern reading of the
motif of Titanic has the function of collective screen memory [31].
he authors of the latest works worship to build systems structured as works whose projection is done with the speed of a digital
frame, complying with the omnibus, polyphonic, bricolage, multimedia forms.
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5.5. Messages
In the era of dollarization and euroization, the educational pulsation
of the dramatic media is present through videos, clips, spots, ultrafast
commercials in live broadcasts, the sport betting tickets, lotto tickets,
bingo tickets, in winning quiz games. All of that leads to the realization of the message from the box, called jukebox, of the telecommunication signal or of the baraban of the happiness factor.
Orson Welles directed the radio program he War of the Worlds
(1938) perfectly, and even in that time the parts of the successful
functionality of a work of art were becoming visible, explained with
the Jaus’ vocabulary as productive functions of an art work (poiesis),
receptive functions (aesthetics) and communicative functions
(catharsis).
If someone says that the ‘science’ about the man, the nature,
the society and the TV serials is called peytonology, then we can remember randomly the titles of some serials for adults who have
reached a level of dramatic phenomenon: Peyton Place, Kassandra,
Daktari, Dallas, Janošik, Dynasty, Hattari, he Written-Of, he Twilight
Zone… he children ware not interested in “old wives’ tales”, but in
a very speciic choice of entertainment, such as the serials for children:
A Cube - the Cube - the Cubelet, Arabella, he Magic Saddle...
he souvenirs of the twentieth century also are some kind of
phenomena: walkie-talkie, home video, cell phones, contact lenses,
condoms, notebook, daily newspaper, credit cards, and also the
concrete printed out signs: non-stop, free entry, no complaints accepted, dangerous, call for the lit, keep of the grass, do not cross the
yellow line, do not lean out of the window, no smoking, watch out
- hot, the object is under surveillance, long play...
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Now is much more than clear why in the new century of the
mediumization the quote “media is a message” doesn’t lose its meaning [32]. Now it is more frequently in use and slowly enters in the
gamma of some new galacticity.
PART TWO
6. UTOPIA-DIRECTING OR HYPER-REAL OPINION
Why is it possible to have a reason for believing, if it is impossible to be sure?
- Wittgenstein, the three hundred seventy
and a third note in ‘On certainty’

he directing profession is a reliable, speciic and practical profession.
Today the director’s signature is an authorship sign, as well as a quality
assurance. Although directing is one of the most respected professions
on some continents, in some places in Europe it is delated. And it is
precisely because the number of unprofessional directors is rising to
an alarming level. What does it mean unprofessional? hat means
that the understanding that anyone can do that should come to an
end. In the nineteenth century the writer could be seen in the role of
director, in the twentieth that was a more experienced actor, but now
the director as a trained, specialized professional is the only one who
bears the responsibility for the entire work concerning the crat, art
and aesthetics. Actually, the critics [1] should pay attention to that,
too… However, among European countries and the Americanized
countries a diference in appreciation of the directing labor still exists,
and it is even more drastic. “he situation in Europe(s) on the transition from the twentieth to the twenty-irst century showed a remark-
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able variety of ambitions, cultures and situations: ity nations opposed
to twenty-three in the year 1919; limits, the total length of which
increased by half; more myths, civilizations, languages and music
than any other continent” (Attali, 6: 11). In an era when the words
are spent, and the scholastics has long been abandoned, the images
remain. heir authorized representative is the director. Director as
an interpreter, chief executive, a guide ... [2]
In the cognitive alienation, the consequences of which looded
the last existential (un)peace, the supermarket and the hypermarket
are the only way to satisfy the primary needs of an average citizen.
he super realism or the photorealism in the dramatic living gets an
extra cost. To make through the labyrinth of directions given by every
urban corner is indeed a heroic act, even for the higher circles whose
risk is also exposed to the hypothetical belief [3]. he cover pages of
the magazines are waiting for their buyers, hoping to communicate.
Hyper-real...
...replicated people and scenes from life with photographic
precision… he painted scenes appeared to be windows
cut in the gallery wall looking out on a city street; and the
sculpted people were even more fascinating – surely they
bled if scratched.
(Hofman / Bailey, 71: 307)

Hyper-realism was the antithesis of impressionism, but now it is a
synthesis of everything concrete, tactile. It tries out the related subjectobject relations. he connections are looking and the contacts are
open. he liminal (lat. limen, meaning threshold) is being airmed.
he liminal phenomena become the most risking and the most
proitable thing in the world; they are on the border, on the margin
[4]. Until we understand that someone else, someone who is above,
wants to command with them (and therefore with us). While reading
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Said, we understand how the imperialism uses the culture as a powerful tool for personal establishment. But there are also many subcultural relections.
In the liberal empire, the ordinary citizen is directing himself.
Following the written instructions for use of household devices,
technical aids, vehicle, interpreting the recipe for cooking, choosing
the daily press, food, the road or a bypass, choosing friends, striving
towards enlightenment of his own child - he becomes a director of
his real-feasible dreams. he icons [5] are becoming more and more
diicult to recognize, but the stake is always worth: to live up to the
last breath!
6.1. One autologue
he ritual, the circus and the masquerade are incorporated in the
modern mimicry. From Meiningen’s and Lumière’s through Stanislavski’s
and Méliès’s followers up to today, the director was considered a new
human specie. he divisions between people can be seditious if they
get a wrong direction. “Knowledge of divine unity exposes all separation into races, nations, rich and poor, religions and parties as a delusion and a snare.” (Hesse, 68: 124).
From Sweden to the Balkans and backwards, there is high,
medium and low culture, about what Eco speaks in the irst part of
Apocalyptic and Integrated [6]. here are illusionists who oten plant
the kitsch as an aesthetic of the beautiful art. he world becomes a
powerful theater, and the theater begins to be seen as a global world
mechanism.
Bu cultivating the total sensorium, the new mixed-means
art seems designed to help man develop a more immediate
relationship with his surroundings; for not only does the
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heatre of Mixed Means return the performer-audience
situation back to its original, primitive form as a ceremony
encompassing various arts, but it also endeavors to speak
internationally – to employ the universal media of sounds and
movements, as contemporary painting speaks universally in
shapes and colors, in an age when the old spoken languages
contribute to archaic national boundaries.
(Kostelanetz, 94: 34)

Have we ever thought of putting the science-iction contents in
function of the hyper-real? What was once utopia, now is a reality
with the help of directing. he cheap efects and durable power of
the serials about ‘going back in time’ [7] from the middle of the last
century and later, become sticky for the man today. he invasion
from the outside is more and more acceptable phenomenon of the
scenic [8].
6.1.1. Utopia of the directions
he ilm emulsion is more and more avoided as an initial record. We
do digital recording and then on emulsion - a crisis in the industry
of ilmstrips?! Retrograde principle means inding new elements in
the old. he caricatures of Leonardo meant discovering new characteristic features in the old, already known characters. he same applies
to the amounts of visuality in the world which we live in.
he ilm and the imaginary (novelistic, mythical, unreality,
together with delirious use of own technique) were once
in a living, dialectical, full, dramatic relation. he relation
that is now established between the ilm and the reality is
reversible, negative relation: it stems from the loss of speciicity of both. Cold connection, cool promiscuity, asexual
engagement of two cold media which progress to each other
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in asymptotical line: the ilm trying to abolish itself in the
absolute of reality, while the reality has long been absorbed
into the cinematographic (or TV) hyper-reality.
(Baudrillard, 23: 67)

Hyper-medial code of play would be the most wanted legal document, when we had no improvised ways of living/creating. We would
make a proper distinction among morning-cinema, night-cinema,
garden-cinema, cofee-cinema, cinema-for-free… We would know
who is Milo Temesvar, who is Castaneda. herefore, the studies of
poetics [9] are still something that, even though on paper, remains.
Everything with strict utopian directions leads us to establishing new
poetics, micro poetics.
6.2. hree monologues
he hyper-real process of directing goes deep into the motion world,
relies on the structural evidence for traces of the dialogue in the
monologue [10]. Moreover, the works speak for themselves, shine,
establish communication with related entities, attach to each other
and unite in a bond which is hard to break.
6.2.1. Animated ilm [11] and dynamic world
La Linea of Cavandoli (1920) made a boom at the beginning of the
seventies. he dynamic world in the form of illustrations in phases
of movement, became recognizable via the episodes of Pink Panther,
Calimero, Mutley, Gustav, Balthazar, Pecko, Bojan, the Flintstones,
Maya the Bee, Denis, Top Cat, he Yellow and the Angry, Bugs Bunny,
and also the Simpsons’, the Smurfs, Ninja Turtles, Mischief Makers,
Teddy Floppy-Ears, all the way to Alice the Monkey, Fableland and
the video games [12].
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6.2.2. Cartoon-world or latent ilm
he landscape-lover Canaletto, the black and white Dürer, then the
light-rich Vermeer, were predisposition for the occurrence of a Stanton
[13], the pure hyperrealist with sharpened vision for the most inner
and the most intimate imaginations. he masters for the cover pages
of the popular comic-books [14], the digitally processed photos and
ilms of the multimedia works of the couple Švankmajer are a signpost
diicult to follow, until we have learnt to appreciate the wall calendars
with portraits.
6.2.3. Dynamic macroworld of letters
Death in the aternoon of Hemingway [15]. he bud of the literature
of artifacts. A lot of Kaka and Beckett, Borges or Cortázar, the prose
that is literally visualized [16], but also a few weekend novels, jeansprose, advertisement, telephone directories, yellow and white pages,
CD-ROM’s encyclopedias, interactive websites. Many owners of
antiques supplemented their collections of old books by going to the
waste dumps for old paper. he recycling of paper is not the same as
the cyclic verse. Or the sonata.
Yes, it is obvious that the form ‘mixed means’ functions as a
new medium, where the old music, theater, ilm are generating new
images and events. [17]
6.3. Two dialogues
he hyper-real opinion arouses a dialogue between the forms of audiovision, their interaction and overlap, creating a space for their hybridization [18]. he hyper-real opinion is one, and maybe the greatest
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virtue of the process of director’s elaboration of the materials. To think
hyper-real and to implement the hyper-real concept of living, it is a
git to the individual, unlike the most of the world which mechanically
or inertly goes through the template track of reality.
6.3.1. Sounds and scenes that do not disappear
Can the music be signiicantly visualized [19]? It is related to the
movement, such as umbilical cord with the primal scream. he
breathing becomes a volume. Laurie Anderson, Madonna and Michael
Jackson do not deny that for a long time... Music that inevitably
touches us is the music that was previously visualized, at a concert
or as an illustration on the TV programs. herefore the telecommunication media compete in the show business, gaining a more
favorable position in the conlict of interests and inluences, since
the struggle for dominance in the area of video systems (PAL, SECAM,
NTSC) is clearing up slowly.
Pop music
Applied music. hrough the transistor receivers, walkmans, discmans,
the soundtrack became a concept of ownership of the visual. he
capacity of the audio tapes or the compact discs replaces the charm
of the gramophone records. he enjoyment spiced up with the sounds
of popular movie, series or similar, leads to the tendency for use of
broadcasting channels and other sources of audiovisual signal as a
suppression of pop music.
Radio-television
Broadcasting program. he King and I, McCloud, Poldark, he Jerry
Springer’s show, Latin American soap TV shows, Monty Python, Black
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Adder, Mister Bean, reality shows, live broadcasts of holiday and
funeral ceremonies, political rallies... In the tendency to use music
as a function of voice emission with language and authentic melody,
has the pop music already weakened its power to impose, besides
the cable net and DVD?
6.3.2. Film theatricality
It is now evident that the long wanted time has come when the complexity of acting and directing is understood as a psychological border
phenomenon. Hyper-real sphere has been created in which:
he director - “the essence of technology”, only with a view
transfers on stage or on ilm everything what he is dreaming
or imaging about:
- Аstral projections, levitation, new ecstasies, in which the
spectator - the solar being, in a moment crosses with each
space phenomenon, just as the TV is involved in any program
or continent only with inger touch;
- Hypno-theater going to meet the “heated limbuses of the
future”, trying to grasp the mystery of man through the
comprehensive set of the Artaud’s number of concepts: the
beginning, the chaos, the miraculous, the balance...
(Drašković, 45: 175)

he high prose of the artifacts has a large stake in creating the visions
which serve to the director for making the concept of visualization.
(he character of Nils Runeberg in hree Versions of Judas by Borges
[20] and similar characters, are also an initial burst of making a conceptual line of visual iction).
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he theater
he new verbalistic theater. Talabot in 1988 by Barba, L.O.V.E. of the
Wales Volcano heater in the nineties, the anthropological theater
with corporal preferences and the necessary use of text. he younger
audience accepts short forms, the sessions with intermedial character,
the ambient events with paradimensions, eco-theater... Schechner’s
theory [21], based on postmodern theatrical experience, the diameter
of the scene performance, explains through the Indian Natya Shastra:
facial and body postures contain 8 + 1 emotions: love, happiness,
sadness, anger, determination, fear, disgust, surprise, peace. Making
ritual theater with ilm grammar.
he ilm
he new verbalistic ilm. Dogma ‘95 course achieved a lot in the
liberation of the school principles of framing and editing. here are
similar considerations in the latest documentaries: the product is
high quality and almost without any use of artiicial light and other
artiicial elements and assets during the ilming. he time of small
but efective productions has come. he director can be found in a
role of (co)writer or producer. His organizational skills give festival
note to the promotional act of a work. However, even when we are
directing videoiction, everything is based on the thesis about cultural
functions of the video [22] (VCR).
*
he theater and the ilm learned everything what was supposed to
learn from each other. From a technological aspect, the ilm has a
considerable advantage. What is let is just to experiment with literal-
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editing procedures. he narration was the one that held the position
of the ilm in the twentieth century. Maybe probationary balloon
began with rashomon efect - several narrators tell their own version
of the event. heir truth may be introduced but not established. Truth
changes while the versions change. he combinations of this and other
narrative efects through editing procedures, enables attracting the
attention of the viewer, who is increasingly brought in a passive position. What should we do? Return to the topics elaborated in the past
century, but to approach them from a new, maybe utopian angle. From
the angle of the new authorship, which respects the science and the
art. “Just as all sciences are becoming Science, and all thinking is
becoming hough, so all the arts are becoming Art.” (Kostelanetz, 94:
39). he director, the advocate for new sensibilities, experiences the
hyper-real utopia as a very routine task. In that process, the thought
should come to the surface with a correct recognition code.
he director, then, is that creator-servant, who serves the
text of the playwright, guides the actors to the world of the
play, provides the unity (...) and inally, he represents the
audience, whose view he must ultimately share.
(Corrigan, 37: 257)

***
In the countries where there is no democracy or where the meaning
of the term democracy is at low stage of development, the hyper-real
imagination is limited. he creative and the social utopia collide, and
the conlict results in the political phenomenon (Havel, 65: 23). A lot
more peridious is the situation where in the relatively small societies
there are more ethnic groups and communities. hen “not only is
there a recognition of the diversity of transnational players” (Beck,
18: 142). here are disagreements that can lead to conlict of smaller
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or larger scale. herefore the price of the hyper-real art product
sometimes cannot be paid with any payment mean, except with the
attention of the sincere and dedicated audience.
7. MILLENARISTIC IMPERIALISM
he King: ...I have to take care of my kingdom, up to the last
human being, a single living soul. I have to take care of it.
he king has to be the last one to die.
- Ionesco, in ‘Fragments of a Journal’

When one millennium passes into another one, there are massive
actions, lashes which signify a glory for welcoming something very
new, something that rarely happens in the river of history, so the very
act of celebration must cause a storm: from the spectacular ireworks
to lucid roars over the peaceful time. Everybody should know the
principles of the new millennium, and if not, they should be learned
as a lesson on reading and writing. he codes of behavior within the
new millennium should not be determined by some future passenger
during the centuries; they are formed by every existing citizen, with
a maximum dose of mutual understanding, tolerance and respect to
the past. he Roman symbol for a millennium is M, a letter with
magical form. he globalization teaches us to distinguish a millennium from a century, while on the level of dramatics, it is a fact that
there is a procedural motion which is enhanced, especially in the last
three hundred years in Europe and the world. his movement is
called millenaristic and the phenomenon - millenarism. he irony
in the using of the ‘big bang’ terminology is fading even more and
the humanity fears because of the threats for mass destruction from
the crazy crowd. herefore, the role of the millenarism has a dominant
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form of apocalyptic eschatology. We understand that from the aspect
of current applicability of the laws of science, we cannot freeze the
time and the overall human cannot be presented in the mausoleum
– looking for salvation in the exhibition stands - but in the most
morbid case to turn into ashes and dust. hat chialistic thought about
preserving the external appearance, can only be justiied with the
wax igures, which are an artistic creation, not a cloned product.
Huxley knocked on the ‘paradise door’ and picturesquely reassures us that there are many things that are not in the earthly perspective, but the lack of humanity which ‘physically’ live two lives, further
develops our skepticism about the linearity of the future. For us who
deal with the paradigm of dramatic things, the hyper-real background
of the research on the background of the phenomena (those philosophical and aesthetic) which Eco placed in the text ‘Language, power,
force’ [1] in 1979 on the examples with Barthes and Foucault, would
be very helpful. [2] How would a citizen feel at the beginning of the
new millennium, who attends the promotion of Empire of the Sun at
the Millennium cinema? For sure, he would be proud and victorious,
although at the same time with his trip to a ictional world, there are
a series of human dramas provoked by the brains of diferent fanatic
groups, members of movements that are capable of causing general
tremors, believing in the immediate arrival of the millennium. hey,
trying to speed up its beginning, attack the existing religious, social
and economic order. In the book by Klaić, Plot of the Future, the
meaning of the term predictive drama is located. he predictability
can be interpreted only in a cyber sense, which refers to the interdisciplinary theory for all systems able to send, receive, transfer and
process speciic infrastructure for the purpose of managing, navigating, governing. But the governing of the frustrated, the ones which
have not walked even for twenty minutes among the people, who
have no reference of creation, who have not bough a newspaper from
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a newspaper stand, leads to false leading, oten to disintegration of
the structures ... In a new country in a new world, Apocalypse Now
or 2001: A Space Odyssey will look more acceptable, giving the fact
that we have one experience behind us. [3]
he zaum language has not been decoded yet, but there are
cases that support the claim that humans communicate with dogs,
birds, snakes and perfectly understand their language. If the zaum
is a characteristic of the communication with unessential, unnatural,
alien objects, then the man ater twenty centuries of the Christian
experience is entitled to concentrate on such newly-utopian, newlymythological observations. If before the new-millennium September
11th was not like that, ater the Twin Towers were targeted by someone’s / some kind of attack, the Revelation of John of Patmos would
not have been conirmed with new arguments. Myths on the nonfragility were broken. hreats and dangers from terroristic thought
are lurking in every yard - small or large.
Is the inherent tendency of every utopism – an established
paradise on earth - is, not to say feasible, but desirable?
Whether, without even believing in some east sin that cannot
be explained, it can be said that something in the situation
of the man prohibits to identify a global solution to all our
problems?...
(Todorov, 152: 126-7)

People began to believe in miracles, and even when they don’t want
to fully admit, they engage in religious interpretations. Feelings are
no longer preliminary, the form is the one that obsesses the human
being. Complementarity of the feelings and the form [4] is replaced
by another complementarity. According to Lawrence, who reactivates
the apocalyptic excerpt from the Bible, in the sixth chapter of his
Apocalypse, among other things, revises the possibilities of the
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cosmocrat, who is between the wheels of heaven and the cosmodynamos which moves the sky, between which there is a world of the
pagan cosmos. hat world is a ground from which the antichrist will
start the destruction of world through the annihilation of the peace
with new wars. [5] But if the thought of the author is on a road to
utopia, then another thought can produce diferent utopia, opposite
of the original. hen we reach the negative utopia.
According to its basic structure, the thought based on which
the negative utopia is constructed, is a double negation: on one
hand, if it is utopia, it is a negation of the given reality, and if it
is negative, it is its own negation, i.e. a negation of negation.
(Muhić, 115: 108)

here is a huge phenomenological division in the facing and avoiding
the utopian characteristics in the new millennium [6]. In the irst
part of Phenomenology by Lyotard (87), which is dedicated to Husserl,
the thesis of intentionality is elaborated, about “what is ahead of me”.
hat is the way of looking at the phenomena - the integral part of the
newly-millenaristic fever. More than real, but, however, variable.
Such are the new world order and the renewal of the conquered
wealth.
7.1. New order
Although we live in a ‘runaway world’, a bunch of Europeans and
Americans exercise their minds to invent more attractive stories
about equality among people and harmony in the human community.
he crisis criteria for living in that world are multiplying, while the
deception and actual situation are diicult to be distinguished one
from another. he culture of the survival is variable in various envi-
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ronments. In the system of globalization, the culture consists of
several paradigms through which we can judge about the selected
cultural values of a social cell or its artiness.
“he global culture” cannot be understood as a static phenomenon, but only as a contingent and dialectical process
(which is not economistically reducible to some one-sided
logic of the capital) in accordance with a model of ‘glocalization’ in which contradictory elements are conceived and
deciphered in their unity.
(Beck, 18: 63)

he capitalist elements in the culture [7] also get a discriminatory
connotation. his is especially noticeable in the culturological movements in a lower range, because there the support of substandard
projects means direct investment in the destruction of the existing
values. he people in the colonial world, unlike those settled on the
same ground for more than a millennium, use the apocalyptism as
a key form of imagination. In most of the cases it borders with the
absolutistic systems.
he totalitarian tendencies as soon as they appear, afect the
communication system - it is inevitable due to the outstanding mutual relation of all social subsystems.
(Jaќovski / Stankovski, 78: 56)

he rapid forgetting of traditional cultural identity, the improvisatory
democratic migration, but also the striking mixing of art and lie,
makes the new order even richer with some new utopias and pseudoutopias. he feeling of ‘horse in a dream’ [8] for some cultural matrixes
becomes a reality, even when it is inserted into a performance medium. he cultural imperialism is a phenomenon with which the
countries have absolute control over the individual artists, something
like the Orwell’s iction. he only way out is searching for independ-
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ent, non-institutional ways of expression, although that’s the more
diicult path. For many creative people that’s the ‘sweeter’ path to
achieve the idea. Everyone is a king of his own project.
7.2. Restoration of the conquered
...hey (there) are now as we (here) were once... At the beginning all people were unenlightened and barbaric...
(Todorov, 151: 163)

he intercontinental idea of linking the cultural values is a characteristic of the globalization spirit of conquest. Older and newer lands
spread antagonism with the idea of denial and airmation [9]. But
there is another, imperial side in the conquest of geographical spaces,
natural, archaeological and any other treasures. he desire to reach
for something that has never been ours, and we want it to be, is a
challenge for new battles. he aim is to win more and to preserve the
conquered. he perpetual conservation of the values sometimes is a
bad sign even for the most powerful societies.
he wealth is identiied with the power or the ownership of
mechanisms for management. Many had gone in quest following the
traces of Alexander’s, Samuel’s, Hitler’s, Tito’s, Saddam’s treasury, but
without any success. Does it mean that the skill of the rule is also the
eternal, lasting protection of the treasure? And if it is so, the owned
has a short duration compared to someone else’s. here are no rites
de passage that may help to change the code of the cultural heritage
origin, unless forgery is committed. he anti-utopias appear on similar
treatments.
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Many anti-utopias of the twentieth century, in fact, are ironic
modiications of earlier utopian models: the principles supported
by former utopias, with small ampliications and changes in the
point of view, become an ideological pillars of a regime...
(Urošević, 154: 171)

In the world of directed reality, in the poly-semantic empire [10] new
anti-utopian works are generated, following the example of Makondo,
of Paskvelia, some of the worlds of Witkacy... he fascinating art
contents are admired by the most notorious conquerors. In this
constellation, decolonization of the body [11] is carried out and the
time is coming when the emotions of men are vanishing and the
intelligence of computers rules.
he key word here is emotional. hat means that the man
who has a lack of major emotional pleasures, consistently
searches for them, especially where he is sure to ind them
continually. hus, the computer becomes his partner...
(Vágner, 155: 55)

Till the time when a new imperialism with dystopic vision happens
[12] which aims to deal with the mistakes of previous ones. hus, in
this start-of-the-century party [13] the nations with its overall audiovisual heritage, open space to rebuild the conquered with an idea to
correct the violent beneit over the years, decades and centuries of
the millennium.
8. INTERMEDIAL WAYS VS. MULTIMEDIAL TYPES
he main problem of the author of the sound ilm is to
know when his characters should speak. In the theater, do
not forget, speaking is always present.
A. Malraux
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In the years of total digitalization when electronic links of the hypertext
resolved the idea of expanded media or mixed media, and the Bakhtin’s
chronotopic theory was applied practically, the Higgins’ and Kostelanetz’s
horizons are complementing each other in the setting up of the concepts of inter-media and mixed means. With the breakthrough of the
contemporary American dramaturgy [1] in all languages and all
countries, followed by the rise of the ilm and by the so called multiplication of the media [2] a new issue emerged in which the method
and the type are confronted despite their similar features that keep the
medial forms in function. he empire of the media reached the focus/
sharpness of the human mind, whether you want it or not, in search
of new expressive forms, of new essentialities.
he inter-medial method is the procedure of distinction between dramatic media.
he multimedia type is the uniting shape of the dramatic
media.
he point of violating their common interest may: break into
pieces or annul. he third solution is totalization of the medium,
when the meaning of mediation would be lost, and thus the consumption i.e. communication. herefore, while there is a proper balance
between the intermedial and multimedial, there will be a medium
survival, or progression of the artistic interior of the medium.
8.1. he last human desires
What is the mass medium today? A TV program? hat, too,
surely. But let’s try to imagine a not imaginary situation. A
irm produces polo shirts with an alligator on them and it
advertises them (a traditional phenomenon). A generation
begins to wear the polo shirts.
(Eco, 48: 148)
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Acceptance of the last fashion boom carries with it the whole burden
since the irst public manifestation. We rely on the psychology of the
masses, not thinking about the reasons why we reach ater the fashion
pleasures. In given situations, we wonder ourselves about the real
place of those outbursts of the actual aesthetic search and if we are
suiciently prepared to clear things through with the non-necessity
of all fashion burdens within the scope of our personality, we can
begin approaching the intimate areas of our desires, imaginations.
hat space of desires is intertwined with the research ields of our
phenomenal environment. At one point, we face “the crack where
we are” (Merleau-Ponty, 112: 207). he phenomenal ield, which is
subject to our perception, is the only place where we feel ourselves
because it is only us here, alone with our own phenomena.
In the skeletons of the existing structure, we ind support for
modeling a new product: a sketch, scene or act (according to
Ferlinghetti), which can be irreproachably bind with similar shapes.
Destroying the wall between stage and audience more and more, we
leave a possibility of achieving a mass product. But even when we
think that the text as a material is worn out and that the verbal articulation should belong to another elemental composition, the intertextual process is more than valuable for us. he attitude of the
viewer toward the photography (visual phenomenal structure) until
the disclosure of the plans and their division makes the experience
direct. On the other hand, the radio (audio phenomenal structure)
is in a constant tendency to be seen. Both structures are a prerequisite
for hitting the foundation of the imagination to meet the new aesthetic
structures.
he realistic starting point of making the art works mass does
not mean that only the real sense-tangible substances will be subject
to the building. In the annals of contemporary inspirational model,
we increasingly meet the James’ deinitions of science iction. he
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circle of themes and fable motifs that are closely related to the mixing
of real and imaginary, is extended. In order to articulate that circle,
weather we want it or not, we return to the original media forms of
our age - the theater and the ilm, about which Malraux very illustratively writes in the fourth paragraph of his Esquisse…:
he fact that the theater is unable to express the feelings
with other means but with words and gestures, makes it, in
relation to the threat carried by the voice ilm, one almost
as crippled art such as the silent ilm. he theater actor is a
small head in the great hall, and the ilm actor is a big head
in a small room. Immense advantage: the moments that
theater has always been able to express only with silence,
the silent screen already illed them in with ininite variety
of human face.
(110: 32, emph. by G.T.)

he theater has more static angle, while the ilm is in constant ability
to change the perspectives. he irst medium is exposed to contrasting colors, with predominance of the gray, and the second changes
the color even when it is black & white. he only shortcomings of
the theater (or other source of language) disappear when an intermedial model is reached, in which hybridization is achieved [3] and
hybrid energy is released. Describing the hybrid energy, McLuhan
summarizes:
he hybrid or the meeting between two media is a moment
of truth and revelation from which new form is born. For
the parallel between two media holds us on the frontiers
between forms that snap us out of the Narcissus-narcosis.
he moment of the meeting of media is a moment of freedom
and release from the ordinary trance and numbness imposed
by them on our senses.
(McLuhan, 111: 55)
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he new directions of theater, and even of radio-dramatic styles and
genres, carry of the distrust for future development of these media.
he danger that the focus of interest in theater and radio will fade
away, removes the airmation of the performance art. For example,
at the exhibition Art, Lies and Video Tapes within the period November
15, 2003 to January 25, 2004 at Tate Liverpool, an intermedial phenomenon happened, which is created on the basis of mixing the pure
game among already well-known forms. he game as an equivalent
of iction.
What game is played here with the spectator in all cases?
he spectator is introduced, very strongly, in the game. Yet,
he is not a co-player, but he can think that. he main effort here is run against the time. he crossroad between the
former and the present collapses here. Between the reality
and the iction.
(Vágner, 155: 110)

he ilm can tell a story in the most clear way, and this medium, unlike the theater, gives less importance to the voice, spoken dialogue
rather than the novel, as a model of literary legitimacy. Over time,
other technological inventions came and go, which maybe tried to
suppress the ilm, but they failed. In fact, the form of the ilm is unbreakable, and therefore exists in all periods of instability, because
the crises do not concern it. Only the hologram attempted to achieve
complete formation of the imagination, but only in the sphere of
dimensioning. he ilm, however, remains unsurpassed discovery in
the late nineteenth century. Despite the fact of being on celluloid or
other type of record carrier, it actively afects the senses of touch,
smell, sight, hearing, movement, excitement, and achieves their
synchronization [4]. he sense of logical connection between the
theater and the ilm work is the expression, embodied by the actor.
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Anthropological task is “how to make her / his own physical presence
visible and how to transform it into scenic presence” (Barba, 11: 50).
Setting up such tasks are rare bright moments in the limited area of
media conventions.
he false artistic eforts, the artiicial results, the contamination
of existential principles of media and many other phenomena afect
the formation of the image of some quasi-imaginations, which would
hinder the real creator. In the transition countries and in areas with
problematic continuity in the development of the art side of the
media, the maintenance of democracy is one of the last attempts of
the man. herefore:
...Democracy which gone crazy and went out of its own
frames (...), which penetrated in religion and art, in thoughts
and gesture, in the heart and customs, is the dirtiest disease
that can happen to a society.
(Ortega y Gasset, 122: 36-7)

In democratic societies the right to freedom of information and
advertising (the human aspects of life!) is let to the most mess medium - the television. Implying the problem between Aristotle and
the advertisers based on the principle of recognizable types, Esslin
meditates:
Like all drama, the TV commercial can be comprehended as
lying between the two extremes of a spectrum: at one end the
drama of character and at the other the drama of pure image.
(51: 235)

Today media are producing new products that carry higher proit,
while the old products vanish [5]. he day when the battle between
the media because of their power will turn in their systematic unity,
we can expect long-term harmonization of the intermedia relation-
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ships. he only thing being that the functional uniication of the
media will strengthen their independence. hen an autonomous type
of art can be seen: mixed media or multimedia.
9. ORGANON OF (DE-)THRONIZATION
A boy was persistently begging the teacher to reach the
wisdom, and inally the teacher asked him a riddle: “What is
the voice of a hand?” he boy let and accidentally heard the
music of a geisha. He returned to the teacher and repeated
the music he heard. When he was told that this is not the
voice of a hand, the boy let again, he heard the dropping of
the water, then the noise of the wind, and the cry of the owl,
and so on. He let and returned to the teacher for dozens of
times. Eventually, he could not think any more. And look! He
discovered the silence of a hand - the voice of the voice.
- Zen story of the ‘Zen Dictionary’

We could turn the voice of the phenomenal things into a word and
maybe into a performance. here is a whole organic of the hidden
speech of the phenomena which determine the (de-)thronizing nature
of dramatic essences. he occurrences which let a stamp of the
century and those who have already started to leave grooves to collect
all dramatic directions that are imposed to us by the moment of
tomorrow, are worth watching them as strong organism. What is
covered with a veil of thronizing and de-thronizing the essentiality,
deserves to be analyzed with the opportunity to be enable considerations that will move the object closer to those who have the phenomenological aim set in front of them. he most important thing in the
analyze is the initial approach. In this case, it has open, direct input
into the individual bodies of (de-)thronization. he approach has
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clear indication: systemic branches during a contemporary art
experience.
9.1. Motivation
he personal data, the roots and the biography of the author are
identiication prerequisite for locating his uniqueness. he author’s
origin and personality and the relation during the author’s act [1]
generate motivation that in the process of building/ruining the work
means initial bridge toward the art, the beauty and the creation. he
motivation views are based on the principle pars pro toto, or on focusing the interest on small pieces that lead to wholeness. his is a very
important feature for ilm creation, in which the ield of the objective
of the camera is set exactly by the motivation author’s approach.
Pars pro toto is a basic method of ilm conversion of the
things into a sign.
(Jakobson, 77: 149)

he characterization of the iconic ilm sign says that the ilm image
should be treated as a sign, and the decomposition of real objects
ofers a number of performance opportunities in various sizes and
distances, in diferent time and age. During the implementing of this
semiotic [2] method (which is not applicable only in ilm art; it can
be used in other audio-visual systems as well) it is very important to
lead the creative motivation, observing from the side [3].
9.2. Faith
Earlier I didn’t understand why on my question I did not
get any answer, today I do not understand how could have I
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believed that I can ask myself that. But, still, I didn’t believe,
I was just wondering.
- Kaka, ‘Aphorisms’

he belief in almost all procedures that model the artwork in their
striving toward the light, is a leitmotif of the (de-)thronizing phenomenon. To have the initial position, to ignore the suspiciousness,
the moments of instability, with a huge hope that the work will pass
its way, is one of the important features of maturation of a work.
From the aspect of artistic cosmology, the faith goes in parallel with
the truth in art work. It is the lacmus of the author’s battle for innovation, the factor of stability while maintaining the itness condition
of the author.
9.3. Sincerity
Sincerity goes along with the truth. It is really very ungrateful and
diicult to distinguish the false accomplishments as opposed to the
clean, immunized artistic entireties. he modern world is full of
falseness writers who tend to be rewarded for their work as something
very authentic. he mechanisms for protection against insincerity
motives during creation are present on various institutional levels
(ministries, laws, agencies...), although the most efective way of
dealing with false art-making is the personal defense, i.e. the defense
of the true artist.
...he phenomenon of art, and consequently the phenomenon of art work, cannot be approached from a position of
aesthetics that would claim to speak out all possible “truths”
about the artwork, taking care only of its own theoretical
frameworks and only for the uncontradiction of its own
theoretical approach.
(Džeparoski, 46: 369)
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All possible truths are embedded in the code of recognition of artwork. hey are the brands of the work.
9.4. Concept
he concept of creation of an artwork must be supported with the
power of imagination [4] and with the importance of symbolic language which oten corresponds with myths, fables [5], rituals or literary
sources. Without a concept there is no core, no essential mass. Since
the artistic (de-)thronizing process is of open nature, the individual
faces concrete, social barriers of the state in which the act occurs. In
no case he should succumb to the obstacles of the state. hese obstacles,
walls, create a labyrinth which is hard to exit from, until we know the
path, or if there is no concept of going through the creative trajectory.
Making a comparison with Asterion’s labyrinth, Karahasan says:
“Similar to the monster, the state is a border phenomenon which
materially idealizes and ideally materializes” (87: 203).
9.5. Reality and realization
he reality, which matured in thought, is not yet a reality.
Our quite thoughtful, quite intelligent eye. Two types of
reality: 1) cruel reality, recorded with a camera such as it
is; 2) what we call reality, and what we see deformed with
our mind and bad comments. A problem. To display what
you see with the help of het device, which does not see it
the way you see it..
-Bresson, a note for reality
in ‘Notes on the Cinematographer’
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he reality, if we are to understand it in the most concrete sense,
should always be a synonym of the super-reality. Between the ities
and the sixties of the twentieth century, Malcolm Morley was famous
super-realistic artist, trying to capture realistically and photographically the image of the object. Now, the following issue rises, what is
a unique, and what a copy?
...A mechanically reproduced image (postal card) is the
original, whereas the high-art format painting is only a copy
of this original.
(Crowther, 39: 247)

he reality of the life image, if we want to immortalize it in a ilm,
must be realized through the system of photo-camera-editing. If the
body is a reality, then the uniform is a realization according to the
body or the body’s proportions.
If, in hermetic state system, the artist encounter to a resistance,
which makes impossible the expression according to the principles
of his own creed, sometimes he is forced to be a dissident [6]. Or to
approach to some sort of a spiritual immigration and to act from
some another side.
9.6. Visioning
One of the rarities available to the artistic personality is the sense of
visionary. Bentley puts a special emphasis on the culminating development of drama from 1900 to 1950, and for the small Brecht’s organon
he says that it is a manifesto of the events from 1950 to 2000 [7].
Witkacy, also in a testament record, warns against the events that
will hit Europe with the world wars.
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For the unity of the world in the vision of the art and for the
recognition of the main tendencies at the beginning of the twentyirst century Bihalji-Merin predicts:
- overcoming an esoteric elite art, turning towards the human universality with the help of multimedia tools for
communication;
- overcoming the cult of gods, heroes and persons, of the
myths of night and technocracy, overcoming the ritual
forms of art as a religious update through awareness of
ancient myths, of planned life;
- expansion of the channels for watching and development
of the arts in the magnetic ield of science, introduction
of modern technology in the creative process, rather than
its pure copying with insuicient means, intermedial and
interdisciplinary, collective works of entire groups where
a variety of specialists will operate jointly;
- removing the boundaries of all historical periods and areas
in the consciousness of the artist; establishing a world
art, but not as an eclectic arranging one to another but as
consequent penetration of the experienced, deliberated,
felt and planned.
(21: 278)

he visionary abilities of the artist enable getting a great synthesis,
sometimes a collage shape [8], on which the borderless art relies, on
a cosmopolitan scale.
9.7. Origin / descendants
Based on Giddens’ view, it is a myth to think of traditions as not being a subject to change. So the traditions are changing over time, but
they can also suddenly be changed or invented all over again.
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he igures of the Mother Goddess, dating around 6000 and 5500
BC and the image of the deities who are connected to the act of burial
in the early neolith [9], rely on the idea of female energetic potential in
the course of creation of the art form. Mythical line [10] of the origin
and the descendants is the essence of the lawfulness form yin-yang.
It is impossible to separate the question of art, style and truth
from the question about the woman. However, the simple
formulation of their common issue precludes the very question “what is a woman”? We can no longer seek, no more
than what we can search for the female femininity...
(Derrida, 43: 29)

Within the ancient continental areas (including the ‘female’ European
area), there was always a supplement for the options of the Mediterranean
and the Atlanticism (Kiš, 89: 147). he descendants will carry enough
signals in themselves, signals which will be transmitted from generation to generation (even, when it comes to cases such as Kaspar [11])
which are related to the artistic mood, if it is a matter of artistic roots,
or an inherent talent, nonetheless.
9.8. Aim of the mission
he drama / dramatic phenomena which marked the twentieth
century are pieces of the mosaic of the aesthetic side of (de-)thronizing trends. We live in an era of high visualization and in each cell of
society, the visual perception appears to be constant, weaker or
stronger. Ater surviving the rise of the ilm [12], wherever he lives,
wherever he moves to, the man is forced to face the reality ofered
by the video. He would not do that, unless he wants to be isolated or
if he is naturally blind.
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he notion of video-viewing, as a social activity which takes
place in families needs to be extended to include more detailed explorations of the wider social, cultural andideological
implications of uses of VCR in migrant families.
(Kolar-Panova, 92: 74)

To achieve the purpose of the mission of an artwork, so that it can
get a speciic satisfaction (communication or consumption), mediation must occur. Without a mediator, we feel lost, but we must be lost
before we can discover something. Discovery is the beginning of
creativity; and without creativity, there is no peace or happiness for
the man [13].

INSTEAD OF CONCLUSION:
PYRAMIDAL PLAYER’S JUMP
1. You can’t win;
2. You can’t break even;
3. You can’t even quit the game.
- Ginzberg’s theorem from the ‘Murphy’s Law’

In post-globalization, the phenomenon of the game has a very speciic
treatment. Energy stake in the system of dramatic media sphere has
range equal to the variable nature of the camera lucida and camera
obscura. he progress, or the falling behind of the actantial agent
(player) in the world of multimedia centers of power, opens a new,
cyber issue. With the hermeneutic method of recognition, ‘the player’
can be detected far in the future or back in the mythology. Using the
scheme of Freytag’s pyramid, the jump up is something like Odyssey’s
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tropique for in cyberspace, and the jump down means a return to
the myths, in the mythology.
In the dramatic zones of dawn and dusk, the entire action, the
action of the player vary from very tragic (with tragic, ancient character) to comic (with comic rhythm, with triggered laughter [1]). In
the picture of life, it can freely be summarized that “around the round
being, the world is round” (Bachelard, 8: 324). In the image of the
play, however, good or bad, laughter and cry, are important milestones
in compilation of the game and making the play for the game [2].
...When the man “plays”, he does it because he is detached
from “the most natural”, i.e. the world - either because as a
child has failed to establish contact with it, either because he
is excluded from it, as the sophist. Because he cannot walk,
play, swim in the universe, the man makes toys or models,
connects to them or rejects them... till the moment... he gives
himself a combination of models, a huge jigsaw puzzle...
(White, 159: 324)

he playing is in touch with more forms of expression: from the
bacchanalias where we can meet mamuthones [3] as mythical characters, and up to the music hall and the circus where the character
of the modern clown can be easily recognized. he changeability of
the player can be compared with the changing of the colors of the
chameleon. If we were doing a scientiic expertise to establish a parallel between the mimicry power of the actor and the chameleon, it is
for sure that the diversity of the species Brookesia and Chamaeleo
mostly located at Madagascar, should be taken into consideration.
But the kingdom of the game sometimes allows an exception from
the game’s rules. In the world of presentation, as in the world of natural
life, we have an evident emergence of smaller or larger empires. hat
imperialism is actually created by the domination over the territories
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which are not in their property. In the age of cyber-business and
post-pop politics, the hyper-real things and phenomena that go along,
are looking for diferences such as national versus popular [4]. Country,
reggae, salsa, mbira versus ‘teškoto’? Parliament versus the Variete?
Street versus home? All these de-thronizing points are the ticket for
opening of the door of perception [5]. he nature of survival in the
twenty-irst century means clearing up with the MM syndromes,
with respect and attention.
...To be omni-attentive – to awaken and jostle the perspective capacities of our eyes, ears, nose, and skin, both to fuse
and separate this sensory information. It preaches at us to
be fully aware...
(Kostelanetz, 94: 41)

hrough the hyper-real [6] way of thinking the postulates of some
new poetics are formed, and the Big game in the civilization processes
of creation and consumption, buying and selling, created a new logic
of valuating the products. he proit of the ‘game’ should be sought
in the unceasing need for play and personal assets from that experience, from that perfect journey through the dramatic reality.
No one can deny the dynamism and civilizing power of socialized capital. he irreducible search for greater production
of surplus-value (dissimulated as, simply, “productivity”)
through technological advancement; the corresponding
necessity to train a consumer who will need what is produced
and thus help realize surplus-value as proit; the tax breaks
associated with supporting humanist ideology through
“corporate philanthropy” – all conspire to “civilize”.
(Spivak, 139: 39)

Einstein’s dreams, Tolkien’s visions [7], Houdini’s magic obstacles,
the potential of the ilm, television, virtual reality and spaces with
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high deinition (HDTV), but even the most intimate drives which
were a key reference in the past - are routes on which the global
process of (de-)thronization would be moving.
In the miraculous world of the game, we are so small, that
nothing is let to us but to enrich the pyramidal way down-up-down
with new, great artistic ictions. he poetics of (de-)thronization is one
of the by-pass paths for going along the deined line.
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NOTES

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]

Prolegomena (p. 3-9)
About this deinition of recognition, see Frye (59: 37).
About the drama as a game, compare Freytag (157: 97).
About the games in general, compare Vágner (29: 49-73).
Same (155: 54). Vágner makes the following division of the games:
- sports games, simulating one or another kind of sport;
- table and social games: from chess to maps;
- didactic games;
- games that translate a famous work or genre (...);
- strategic games.
Compare Frye (59: 21-38).
See Eco (48: 3-57).
Compare Barthes (14: 93-5).
Other important Hamlets in ilms are: Sir Laurence Olivier in 1948, Smoktunovsky
in 1964, Richard Burton in 1964, Richard Chamberlain in 1970, Mel Gibson in
1990, Kenneth Branagh in 1997.
Compare McLuhan (111: 234-45).
Actually, it is about 60 or 70 minutes long ilm shown in he Athenaeum hall in
Melbourne on December 24, 1906.
Compare Kostelanetz (94: 3-9).
See Jameson’s Postmodernism… especially the irst and the last chapter.
See Fiske (53: 18).
he last ilm adaptations are the peak of the visual adaptation of the iction.
Compare James (79: 180-18).
See Holmes and Carp.
Compare Rose (130: 68-9).

1. An Introduction to the Phenomenology of Dramatic (p. 10-17)
[1] he structuralism leads us to review the very beginning of the phenomenon of
masks and their semantic low through the up-to-date experience of mankind.
See Levi-Strauss (83). It is similar to what Franz Kaka suggests in Metamorphosis
(Die Verwandlung), where he refers to us a signal for the conversion power of
the living beings.
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[2] Compare Freytag (57: 25-31).
[3] See McLuhan (111: 190-1).
[4] Somewhere here we should be looking for the beginnings of Allan Kaprow
(1927-2006), the initiator of the principles of the happening. See Hofmann and
Bailey (71: 131).
[5] Compare Arnheim (4: 314-44).
[6] he comic book or the comics is “a cold replay of the forms of hot media”. See
McLuhan (111: 165).
[7] Damnjanović speaks about “re-inclusion of the image in the totality of our lives,
through the ilm” (41: 25).
[8] “Husserl allows the existence of the world outside our consciousness. However,
with the help of phenomenological reduction, our belief in the existence of a
world independent of consciousness should be ‘put in parentheses’. Due to simple
and practical reason: the consciousness should be thoroughly examined”
(Kocevski, 91: 57).
[9] Compare Gamow.
[10] See Bjelica.
[11] Al Capp with Li’l Abner became very popular through the press during the time
of the Gutenberg galaxy.

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]

2. Poeticism of Dramatic Media (p. 17-21).
Compare Balle, the third chapter of the third part.
Rorty (129) in the sixth chapter of the second part explains the relection, where
epistemology and the philosophy associated exactly with referencing, are
processed.
Regarding the reference modernism / postmodernism compare Brooker (27:
151-62).
Compare Nettle (120: 180-5).
As in the examples of the Odyssey, Kalevala, Mahabharata, Gilgamesh…
Bachelard (8: 228).
Compare Komenský (93: 103-9) who about the Traveler and Wisdom, the queen
of the world, writes with a very allegorical, philosophical and satirical subtext.
“At irst contact and irst reaction, exhibitions assume the form of an inventory,
an enormous gathering of evidence from Stone to Space Age, an accumulation
of objects useless and precious, an immense catalogue of things produced by
man in all countries over the past ten thousand years, displayed so that humanity
will not forget them. hey seem to be a inal recapitulation in the face of a hy-
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pothetical end of the world. Considering this aspect, we realize that the exhibition
technique antedated the nineteenth century, when expositions of objects gathered
in past eras, when uncertainty about the future and fear of the apocalypse were
dominant, when church and state attempted to summarize all the memorabilia
of the past in a collection, in a fantastic accumulation of strange and marvelous
objects, to save them from oblivion and the avalanche of history“ (Eco, 48:
292).
[9] he twentieth century is a source of artistic directions: naturalism, symbolism,
expressionism, futurism, dadaism, surrealism, apsurdism, neorealism, millenarism, hyperrealism, postmodernism, new historicism and pre-apocalyptical
tendencies. In the poetry there is also automatism and signalism; in the theater:
the theater of cruelty, constructivism, poor theater, epic theater, ambientalism,
ritualism; in the art, art deco, and in the ilm, the new wave.
[10] In the twentieth, and in the twenty-irst century, in the new ield of birth of the
intellectual nomad, three aspects of work can be diferentiated:
1. Cultural synthesis: “he world economy as an orchestration of all cultures”.
2. Openness to “excitements”, i.e. to direct knowledge. (...)
3. “Geographic awareness”
(White, 159: 54).
3. About MM Phenomena (p. 21-30).
[1] Compare Merleau-Ponty (112: 64-77).
[2] Rebecca West, describing Macedonia as her Paradise, states that this territory
is catena mundi, button of the world. See Allcock and Young (2: 112-3). And
yet, the contemporary science contributes very little to disclosing the phenomena
that accumulated on the ground of current and former Macedonian land. hus,
we can conclude that in the twentieth century, nations with limited difusion of
culture, have a huge disability that urges the creative individual to gain new
knowledge and proofs connected with the genetic code. Many times we are
compared with Khazars, but the unique branches of many movements and directions on the historical map, start right here. hat is why this piece of land has
been of invaluable strategic importance for the conquerors, till today. Macedonian
land resembles a dramation - a small play, the mid-point in the Balkans, Europe
and the world. Unfortunately, today Macedonia has catachresis position because
it is subject of violent (ab)use. hat position, according to Sarkanjac, is “a position that from the circle of open sea of knowledge without horizons makes its
owner, speciied segment of the world. he center functions only within the
segment, in which the horizon is a part of the circle” (133: 39). In the century
of the deviation of the values, the makedonika should be widely stimulated, in
the real phenomenological meaning of the term. Moreover, the points of connection between here and the world, in an international sense, should be carefully
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[3]
[4]

[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]

[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]
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studied. So, it would be clearer who they are, where do they go and what is the
missionary of contemporary Macedonians. he new waves and even newer
migrations are very popular for the nations of Eastern Europe. Compare Castles
and Miller (34: 125-129).
About this, Bakevski says: “If Sydney Opera House has become a symbol of the
city and world-wide recognizable modern miracle of our time, the twenty-irst
century begins with the Library of Alexandria” (9: 126).
Warhol marked the pop-art with Monroe in the 1962. hree years later, in the New
York Film Library Moviehouse by Oldenburg was screened, in December 1965.
One of the irst hyperrealists, Goings, made Airstream in 1970. Finally, in the
middle of the twentieth century, the great eight for ilm production triumphed:
Motion Picture Export Association, Inc.: Columbia, Metro-Goldwyn Mayer,
Paramount, RKO Radio Pictures, 20th Century Fox, United Artists, Universal
International, Warner Bros. he ilm became one of the most mass phenomena!
In 1898-1901, Till Damascus was written, a symbolist play by Strindberg with
milennaristic vision, in 1905 Einstein published the special theory of relativity,
in 1999 Michael Crichton published Timeline.
See Gibson and Young.
Is collecting post stamps a hobby or a skill?
Recently, the process of dramatic decomposition and composition is “assisted
by new technological tools (video, hologram, computerized projections and
lighting, segmented and lexible space)”. (...) he century is expected to produce
“experience with tangible, speciied future” (Klaić, 90: 254).
Ferlinghetti (52: 2).
Compare Hofmann and Bailey (71: 93-5).
Similar (almost mythical) iconography was achieved by the characters of Elvis
Presley (1935-1977), Bruce Lee (1940-1973), Princess Diana (Lady Di, 19611997).
Compare Panofski (123: 17-9).
See Barthes (14: 17-8).
McLuhan (111: 292).
About the phenomenology of ilm and theater actor compare Jackiewicz (76:
131-4).
“In Beckett’s plays usually the sense of low of time is preserved” (Klaić, 90: 156).
About this compare Lewis (107: 14-26).
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4. hronizations and Dethronizations (p. 31-35).
[1] About the dramaturgic meaning of pyramid shape, see the Techniques of the
drama by Freytag (57: 101-19).
[2] Direct allusion of the title of Beckett’s drama. For outgoing information see
Calder (30: 222-6).
[3] Compare Bacon (7: 25-9).
[4] Ibid (7: 28).
[5] About a ictional, but very convincing (de-)thronizing game Arrabal wrote in
1967 in The Architect and the King of Assyria (L’Architecte et l’Empereur
d’Assyrie).
[6] Derrida (42: 5). About the Sun-King, and about the Time of the King, see also
Derrida (42: 1-33).
[7] hese abundances occur also “over the physical and metaphysical, and over the
natural and supernatural” (Pearce, 124: 145).
[8] See the third chapter of Baudelaire.
5. Recognition of MM Dramatic Phenomena (p. 35-50).
[1] Very popular futuristic serial was Blake’s-7 in 1978.
[2] his genre should include also the serial of ilms with Sherlock Holmes.
[3] Such as, for example, the marriage of the illusionist David Copperield and the
top-model Claudia Schifer.
[4] Acting in movies as themselves: Cicciolina in Sexploitation in 1990, Grock in
the same named ilm in 1931, Lauda in Speed Fever in 1978, Pele in Young Giants
in 1983.
[5] According to the motifs of the story by Philip K. Dick Do Androids Dream of
Electric Sheep?
[6] Compare Reynolds (128: 66-7).
[7] From the characters in the matrix of life drama, the most oten portrayed character on the screen was the western hero Bufalo Bill, a character in 54 ilms
until 2001, including the irst ones: he Life of Bufalo Bill in 1909, Bufalo Bill’s
Far West and Pawnee Bill’s Far East in 1910, he Indian Wars in 1913, Sitting Bull
- the Hostile Indian Chief in 1914, Patsy of the Circus in 1915.
[8] Characters to remember were the following: Tailspin Tommy, Timothy Tatcher,
Steve Canyon, Barbarella, Wonder Woman, Alack Sinner.
[9] Screen writer is Nolita (a pseudonym of Bonelli), and drawing is done by
Ferry.
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[10] His greatest friend is the Mexican Chico (Don Chico Felipe Caetano Lopez and
Martinez and Gonzales), and the biggest enemy, the mad scientist Helingen. he
action in the episodes happens between 1820 and 1840. Perhaps, however, the
main inspiration for this character derives from a myth about Ajax. About this,
see the study of Greek tragedy Ajax by Jan Kott.
[11] Similar mythologies are also Corto Maltese by Pratt and Ken Parker by Berardi
and Milazzo.
[12] Character pearls of our childhood were the characters from the books Nobody’s
boy by Hector Malot and he Fellowship of Pero Kvržica by Mato Lovrak.
[13] About bunraku see the exceptional essays ‘hree Letters,’ ‘Live / non-live’, ‘In /
out’ in Barthes’ Empire of signs and also the chapter “Lesson in writing” in Barthes
(14: 305-13).
[14] About the act as a sign system and about some of the signs see Kowsan (96:
182-91).
[15] About the mystic numbers 7 and 9 compare Eliade (50: 274-79).
[16] McLuhan (111: 343).
[17] his list should also include Odyssey by Leo Martin (1942), but also Paraška by
Macedonian pioneer actor Sando Monev (1925-1995).
[18] Compare Eliade (50: 176-80).
[19] Ibid. Tirnanić (150: 39): “Although according to its external characteristics and
narrative technique that is used, it belongs to the ilm (...), although according
to its formal shape it is a dramatic work, the serial in the TV environment relates
almost entirely contrary to the laws on which all dramatic works are based.”
[20] he animators Jirí Trnka and Nick Park had its own share here. he whole animation technique is based on the principle of animate / inanimate. See Barthes
(14: 306).
[21] he initials M. M. of Marilyn Monroe became a hit icon. Some of the ilm divas
struggle for initial recognition of personality: B. B. or Bridgette Bardot, C. C. or
Claudia Cardinale, G. G. or Greta Garbo. “he face of Garbo is an Idea, that of
Hepburn an Event” (Barthes, 14: 84). he face of John Wayne was recognizable
symbol of elegantly rebellious ighter for justice in the Wild West.
[22] Almost up to the moment when it was discovered that the central myth is not
love, but the recognition in ‘Lady with Camellias’ by Dumas. See Barthes (14: 89,
emph. by G.T.).
[23] Compare the monography by Johann.
[24] See Adorno.
[25] About “the perceptive catalysis, the catalysis of photographic and phonographic
perception, whose feature is to be based on the process of recognition”, see
Stojanović (143: 129).
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[31]
[32]
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See Mukařovsky (116: 171-7).
Compare Sharf (135: 37-58).
Ibid., compare (135: 132-40).
Film made according to the prose of Cortázar Las Babas del Diablo.
See Jansen (82: 30).
Simpson (137: 692).
McLuhan (111: 13).

6. Utopia-Directing or Hyper-Real Opinion (p. 50-60).
[1] Sontag says that the function of criticism should be, to show, what it is, and even
that it is what it is more than to show what it means.
[2] Compare Corrigan (37: 249-57).
[3] Cross says through the principle of hypothetical belief analyses the case of death /
murder of J. F. Kennedy. On a similar principle, but with the reverse aim, we can
access the facts and non-facts related to the unsolved plane crash of the Macedonian
President Boris Trajkovski (1956-2004). Is the possibility that it was an assassination
is excluded?
[4] he liminal is collective and is bound to a solid group, and the liminoid individual
and separate, is subject to a selection. See the essay ‘Liminal to the liminoid, in
play, low, and ritual’ at the beginning of the book by Turner.
[5] he icon represents its object mainly through the similarity between the mark
and the signiied. More about the icon, and also about the Prague structuralism
in Pierce’s meaning of the word, see Keir Elam.
[6] See Eco ‘Apocalypse Postponed’.
[7] Compare Newman (121: 69).
[8] he poetess I. Christensen in Det expresses the universal scene of the hyper-real
world: “Happy machine / Wild imagination / Fantastic noise / Wheel that stands
still.”
[9] See Mukařovski Studies in Poetics.
[10] Same. Compare (117: 223-8).
[11] he cartoon feature ilm had its golden age with Betty Boop in 1930 by Max
Fleischer, Mickey Mouse in the 1928 by Walt Disney, Tom and Jerry in 1939 by
Hanna-Barbera.
[12] It is far from the enthusiasm of the Breuegel’s kids games ive centuries ago.
[13] See the sixty photos of Stanton.
[14] If in the cinema, our idol for indestructibleness was Bud Spencer (1929), then
in the comics Snoopy, Hogar the Horrible, Asterix, Kitt Teller, Tex Willer,
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[16]
[17]
[18]

[19]
[20]
[21]
[22]
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Commander Mark, Captain Mickey, Mister No, Martin Mystery, Gil or Great
Blek by esseGesse (Sinchetto, Guzzoni and Sartoris) were a little idols for eternity.
heir tameness and wisdom could not be broken even by the brush of some
“barbarians with gentle hearts”, for example, as Grűnewald.
See Hemingway.
See page thirteen of he third argument of Stefanović / Tucić.
Compare Kostelanetz (94: 37).
Some comic book characters continued their life on the ilm tape: Tailspin Tommy
- serial (1934) with Maurice Murphy by Hal Forrest, Flash Gordon - serial (1936)
with Buster Crabbe by Alex Raymond, Dick Tracy - serial (1937) with Ralph Byrd
by Chester Gould, Mandrake the Magician (1939) with Warren Hull by Lee Falk
and Phil Davis, Li’l Abner (1940) with Granville Owen by Al Capp, Batman - serial
(1943) by Lewis Wilson by Bob Kane, Superman in 1948 with Kirk Alyn by Jerry
Siegel and Joe Schuster, Prince Valiant in 1954 with Robert Wagner by Hal Foster,
Superman (1978) with Christopher Reeve by Siegel and Shuster, Popeye in 1980
with Robin Williams by Elzie Crisler Segar, Conan the Barbarian in 1982 with
Arnold Schwarzenegger by Robert E. Howard, Batman in 1989 with Michael Keaton
by Kane, Dick Tracy (1990) with Warren Beatty by Gould, X -Men in 2000 with
Famke Janssen, James Marsden and Halle Berry by Stan Lee and Jack Kirby.
See the third chapter, ‘Musicology of the image’ in Goodwin (64: 49-71).
Compare Borges.
See Schechner.
Compare Kolar-Panova (92: 72-5).

7. Millenaristic Imperialism (p. 60-66)
[1] Compare Eco (48: 239-55).
[2] In Foucault (55) the art of telling the truth is one of the foundations of scientiic
judgment for the likelihood of the essences.
[3] he areas of underground kingdoms and ictional worlds are the subject of
analysis and of the researchers of post games, such as Vagner (155: 74-85).
[4] See partial Langer.
[5] Hesse, among the other things, writes about war and peace i.e. about the inevitable lulls ater the paradoxal wars.
[6] One of those features is the desire to be in company with larger forces. he accession into the European Union is also a big mistake in the hyper small environments. It is not determined by the formal questionnaires and actual quality
of ethno genetic content of nations, but by the interest of states that are stronger,
in every sense.
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[7] Fredric Jameson, the tireless phenomenologist of the postmodern world, very
concisely inds the missing links during the scanning of the cultural situations
in the previous century, when the capitalism was an important milestone.
[8] See Brennen (25: 74).
[9] “he old continent leaves an impression of watching how the wealth is going away
from it; the continent stays without reaction, without project, without initiative,
steadfast to the monitoring of the anecdotal national indicators which day by day
become a nonsense, looking at the performance of planetary changes, which for
the irst time ater a millennium, it not under its control” (Attali, 6: 112)
[10] he Empire… by Barthes comprises of an empire of signs, marks, that make
the world recognizable in the man’s eyes.
[11] About the decolonization of the careful body, the body that takes care of its
mentality even in extraordinary circumstances, see more details in Cohen.
[12] he quote by Klaić (90: 68) is one of the guidelines for the dystopic vision of the
future: “As a ictional correlate of the declared and oten accepted version of the
future and contemporary society, the dystopic drama is a mean of debate and
critical tool, and relies on the radical review of the appearance of the future, it is
a subversive act that undermines the established terms and general expectations.
he vagueness and arbitrariness of the dystopic vision are inevitable because it
is a product of imaginations, guessing or projection that cannot be immediately
conirmed and supported in the truthfulness of their arguments, and yet that
vision stimulates and inspires the change of the conceptual paradigm of the
upcoming time. Even when is shocking or scaring, it helps imagining the future
in a fresh and original way, through dystopic opportunities described with action.
herefore the dystopia is a counter-image of the utopia, now exposed and distorted, and at the same time it is a generator of the new utopian speculations.”
[13] Counterpoint to the title of Redhead.
8. Intermedial Ways vs. Multimedial Types (p. 66-72)
[1] See Nasev.
[2] Аbout the multiplication of the media, see Eco (48: 145-150).
[3] “Hybridization, based on a simultaneous presence of two language awarenesses,
conirms the aesthetic efectiveness of the principle of transgredience, i.e. the
importance of prism infringement, freedom and concession…” (Šeleva, 146:
85)
[4] Compare Eisenstein (49: 73).
[5] At the beginning of the new century, Atom Ant, Wally Gator and Matołek the
Billy-Goat are no longer produced - computer animations are made with default
characteristics of the movements: in 2004, at October 11, 52-year old “superman”
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Christopher Reeve died - the humanity became poorer for an actor and richer
for more passionate super-spectators.

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]

9. Organon of (De-)hronization (p.72-79)
See Foucault’s ‘What is an Author’.
See Ksiazek-Konicka.
Žižek (164: 97).
Compare Montaigne (113: 95-108).
In the third part of seventh chapter of he Forgotten Language, Fromm explains
Little Red Riding Hood, analyzing her with psychoanalytic discourse.
See Havel (65: 34).
Compare Bentley (19: 379-85).
Such are the collage works by Jan Švankmajer, as Alice (1987) on the motifs of
Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland (1865) by Lewis Carroll (1832-1898).
Compare Gimbutas (63: 283).
See Crvenkovska.
On this theme Handke wrote the drama Kaspar in 1968.
About the progress of the ilm as one of the new arts, see Jakobson (77: 148-53).
Krishnamurti (97: 127).

Instead of Conclusion (p. 79-82)
[1] In the image of life, the laughter generates a comic rhythm. Compare Langer
(103: 337-50).
[2] See the theory on the play, from the beginning to the seventh chapter in
Carlson.
[3] Fo (132: 19-21).
[4] Compare Redhead (127: 51-3).
[5] See Huxley.
[6] he term hyperreality is a neologism that refers to the condition of the relations
where the separation of data masks the actual nature of the world from its citizens
(Barnatt, 12: 202). Also see Landow about the possibilities of playing with the
hypertext.
[7] In the mission of directing the future the conclusion that in the Einstein’s universe
the speed of light is more important than space or time, can be applied. Compare
Calder (151: 92-4) and Joseph Pearce.
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II.
OTHER TEXTS

THE END IS JUST THE BEGINNING
‘While I live, do not feel that I live.
But while I dance, I feel that I exist.’
-Artaud

I irst read the Endgame many years ago, and being more and more
enraptured every day, I began looking for the connection between
him and me. As it happened, I enrolled at the Academy, where, surprisingly enough, I was greeted with another Beckett for the entrance
exam - the 35 seconds’ Breath. During the studies I worked on other
plays, occasionally having a glance at the End…, waiting for it to
mature within me. Meanwhile Beckett died and I was bound by the
idea to present this wonderful text that has never before been set at
the Macedonian professional theatre.
his is a pre-apocalyptic play. All characters are waiting for
their demise, moving closer to death.
Hamm, paralyzed and blind, is sitting in his chair, and starts
to torture Clov and despise his parents, caught in his own hopelessness. Clov, who is constantly on his feet, starts to hate Hamm. Only
the two cripple parents, Nagg and Nell, spend their last days in the
garbage bins, loving each other immensely. he metaphysical imagery
associates to Shakespeare, Hamm and Clov remind of the king and
the jester, and Nagg and Nell are the remnants of romantic lovers.
Like Sisyphus, whom the gods condemned to continuously push the
giant stone to the top of the mountain, these people curse their own
birth, realizing that there’s no hope for them on Earth.
Presented through game, end is welcome here. his is implied
by the chess positions of the four actors in this unusual game: he
never-grown-up child - Hamm is the new king who orders ‘the pawn’
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- Clov to activate the court cannons (garbage cans) where ‘the former
king and queen’ are. “he end is in the beginning and yet you go on”,
says Hamm. All future activities are consequences of Hamm’s futile
attempt for ‘something new’, not to remain in this everlasting checkmate position. hat is the reason why this play has the audience at
its grasp. And how does that end?
Nell irretrievably drits into the old happy past, and Nagg tops
the bitterness by soaking on some bread; Clov remains true to his
fictional circus; a Hamm stays alone with his dreams, forever.
1991
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Pit Kralsky 1
LOCKET FOUND IN DOJRAN 2
Crown Panagon Instead of Autobiography
Once upon а time, in the faraway Drottningholm3 lived a beggar
called August. His Nothingness grew up in the streets, with his mother
who sufered from serious troubles in her head. He never found out
who his father was and for a long time he was a person without a
true identity. As an adult, he got a job in the city circus4. He entertained the people who came to see ‘the funny clown August’ for many
years. And one evening, while he was performing a very iligree-like
and dangerous trapeze routine, a young lady in the irst row, with no
joy in her eyes, was staring at him. God knows how, but August
noticed that face in a fraction of a second. In that brief moment, the
entire sadness hidden inside of him for many years lew through his
thoughts. Ater the performance, this female persona approached
the clown. He was fully convinced that in front of him is the only
woman who can understand him and to whom he could give his
entire life. With her help, for a start he became a court jester, the most
famous on the Earth. On the other hand, this extraordinary woman
was wearing corne (royal crown) which she inherited from her husband, who died from a heart attack.
At the same time, in our Dojran (at that time known as Polin),
the drama of violence of the Ottomans over the local population,
especially over the tempting females, was taking place. he Turkish
pasha gave a precious medallion to a beautiful girl as a git, for her
to sleep with it. But the girl hated him so much and she drowned
herself into the lake which in memory of her is nowadays called the
Dojran Lake.5
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he wang daom (king’s road) of August was going on with
almost no major delays. His case was the reason many writers to start
the mission called ‘painting with words’. One booklet, the fruit of
such mission, was named Leonce and Lena. Directing this play I
performed historical comprehension of the motifs of a revival age:
unstable social conditions, cowardice, ight for supremacy, etc.6 he
idyllic example of invented kingdoms - Pipi and Popo, has become
a great actual proof for the melancholic overcoming of the state order,
i.e. for the dissolution of the system of values. Before that, I had put
on the stage the From the First Breath, where the main characters
Vlatko and Eštro establish the rules for inter-national relations of the
Homo Balkanicus. Just before the inish, I decided one of them to
shoot the other one, making a direct contra to the Belmondo’s neorealistic dying away from the Godard’s ilm7. In the period when
‘ninjas’ frequently broke into houses full of the people living there, I
decided to direct the Infernal Machine8 which shows our region as
cradle of terrorists...
Referring again to the story of August, I can’t just pass by the
digression about the downfall of the King - the ex-husband of the
Drottningholm’s Queen. His life ended while he was playing chess with
a senior clerk from the royal court, exactly at the time he uttered the
words ‘chess-mate’. What a coincidence! he exact translation of those
words from Persian is “he King dies”, a sentence which, much later,
a representative of the anti-theatre will use it as a title of his play.9
he visionary carnival continues when my Teacher10, having
diiculties cutting through the thick South-Slavic fog, arrives at the
Skopje airport because of my diploma work.11 He used some of his
free time to go for a brief journey to Dojran, with a desire for the irst
time in his life to see the water he knew about only from words. he
lake, unfortunately, was frozen12. Somewhere on the coast, the Teacher
saw a piece of metal under the frozen water and began curiously to
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poke about in the ixed piece of ice. In a couple of moments, he was
holding in his hands a glowing medallion as old as the Ottoman
Empire. Ater he saw the play, his disciple received as a git the medallion, locket lost at the time of Polin...
On paths similar to our dramatic Reality, the story of August
was also coming to an end. His unusual rise from a beggar to a king
caused various inspirations among the people, including the thought
of its extermination.13
His majesty, the King August, died unfortunately in assassination made while the Kingdom was celebrating the 51st anniversary
of the ‘second marriage’...14
Almost all of my projects are trying, inter alia, through the
Kaka’s metaphor about the beggar facing the Borges’ symbol - the
king, to locate the pontifex (place of transition) where the soul of the
ruler rises up into the sky.15
Le roi est mort, long live the Queen!
1995
1

he author of this text was born on 24th April 1970 in the hospital at ‘Dimitar Vlahov’ Street No.
24 in Strumica, in the zodiac sign of Taurus and ascending sign in Lion. He grew up on ‘Tsar
Samuil’ Street, No. 9, and part of his earliest childhood he spent at Širok Dol and Elenski Rid. Son
of Vera (*20th August 1946) and Gjorgi (*27th March 1944), who in the early 60’s migrated from
Malesh to Strumica. Both of them were prominent textile workers in the cotton processing factory and during their working life, except the fact that the mother was declared an outstanding
worker and the father was honoured with the Order of Labour, they have earned for an apartment at ‘Marshal Tito’ Street, No. 57/1/4. In that apartment, at that address (the former number
39-b), they moved in 1973. he brother Yugoslav (*29 th November 1976) was named ater the
Day of the former Republic and graduated at the Faculty of Physical Education in Skopje. On 8 th
September 1998 Pit met Soija Donevska (*9 th October 1975) whom he married with on November 28, 1999 (Sunday).
Otherwise, he is a nephew (on his mother side) of Metodi V. Handžiski (*1918-†2000) from the
village of Vladimirovo and Božana Bojčovska (*1917-†1989) from the village of Smiljanci and
(on his father side) of Metodi T. Trenchovski (*1903-†1990) from the village of Dolene and Paraskeva Derovska (*1900-†1974) from the village of Čurilovo, both from the Pirin area, and met
several times with his grand grand-mother Rusa (*1892-†1987) from the village of Oraovica. He
is actually of an enduring patriotic and nomadic Macedonian origin.
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He spent his earliest youth in his native city. He attended pre-school, and then the elementary
school Moša Pijade (now Vidoe Podgorec). His irst publicly announced work was a poem in the
children magazine Razvigor in 1979. He completed his secondary education in the very famous
high school Jane Sandanski. As a young man he enjoyed the stories of Kaka, comic books, photography and radio engineering and electronics, and he also learnt the shoemaking crat. Ater
high school graduation in 1988, he passed the entrance exam in directing at the Academy of
Arts in Novi Sad (in the province of Vojvodina) and went there to study. he educational line
of development of his learning is as follows: Sigmund Freud (*1856-†1939) - professor of Hugo
Klajn (*1894-†1981) - professor of Boro Drašković (*1935). He received the degree from the last
person mentioned in 1992 and oicially became a professional director.
he meetings with Eugenio Barba (*1936) on 20 th May 1995 year in Folkets Hus in Umeå (Sweden) and Vaclav Havel (*1936) on 22nd January 1998 year in the Divadlo na zábradlí in Prague
(Czech Republic) are very important points in his creative phases.
2

his text was published for the irst time in Naše pismo, in December 1995, on page 29. And then
as the irst chapter of the book with director’s notes From Beggar to King in 1995, pages 7-9. his
is a new and expanded version.

3

Drottningholm’s theater worked under the patronage of the Swedish king Gustav III at the end of
XVIII century and is one of the most preserved theatres from that period. In addition, today it is
a tourist attraction.

4

Travelling circuses were one of the favourite childhood experiences of Pit Kralsky.

5

Macedonian premiere of Leonce and Lena (1836) was on 8 September, hundred years ater the
world’s irst staging in 1895.

6

he verse: “Like thousands of ants / roll them / there / there in the mirror wetness / gills / silver /
golden / bronze / never thirsty” - are written in the summer of 1985, exactly in the old town which
is next to this one, now a little bit emptied, lake.

7

Allusion to the ilm Breathless (1960), screenplay by Francois Trufaut and directed by Jean-Luc
Godard.

8

he coincidence with the title he Infernal Machine (1934) of Jean Cocteau is probably not intentional, but suiciently signiicant.

9

It refers to the Exit the King (1962) by Eugène Ionesco.

10

he date of the visit is 8 th January (Wednesday) 1992.

11

he diploma direction Endgame (1957) by Samuel Beckett, had its premiere on 4th December
1991 in Makedonski Naroden Teatar - Skopje and got the highest grade (ten).

12

As in the real legend from the end of XIV century in which the lake is described as fully frozen
and covered with snow, and the Gazi Evrenos Bey with the horseback archery crossed it. With
this regard, see novel of Mitko Madžunkov he Home of Alexander (1992).

13

‘he Teacher’ was a guest in Macedonia on 21st April 1996, at the premiere of Beggars’ Opera in
Dramski teatar - Skopje, and that very evening, at the cocktail for this signiicant premiere, Kralsky directed one of the more important meetings in recent history, and it was a meeting between
‘the teacher’ (B. Drašković) and ‘executioner’ (then former President of the Republic of Macedonia - Kiro Gligorov) who following to order of the Marshal (Josip Broz Tito) in 1969 signed the
ban for the play When Pumpkins Blossomed by Dragoslav Mihailović, directed by Drašković, in
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Jugoslovensko Dramsko Pozorište in Belgrade. It is noticeable that the time period of 26 years is
bordered by inversion of the last two igures from the years: 69 and the 96.
14

In the letter sent to Blagoj Čorevski dated 4th May (the day when the Marshal died!) 1996,
Drašković, addressing him as actual manager of the theatre, among other things says: “...‘he
Beggar’s Opera’, through a humour, warned of abysses of time since the end of the Great Utopia.
In the surrounding of serious theatre, Goran Trenchovski becomes a pure-bred director... “

15

he interview ‘Broken Shoe and Golden Crown’ in weekly magazine Puls of 31st May 1996, which
was published while Pit was in the military service in Skopje at Gjorče Petrov army barracks, is
actually the irst text where he mentions the poetics of (de-)thronization. his issue will be subject
to treatment and in his key theoretical book as well.
(Footnotes to the text: Soija Trenchovska, 2000)
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THEATRUM MUNDI
Eugenio Barba, one of the last Mohicans of the third theater, ater
being an assistant to Grotowski in Poland for three years, together
with the applicants who were rejected at the State heatre School,
founds the Odin Teatret in 1964, and then later inds his current refugee – the place called Holstebro, in the northwest of the Danish
Jutland, where even today his company lives and works. He spreads
his network very thoughtfully, providing animation for people from
the entire Euro-Asian continent on several levels, each of them building a piece of land for themselves under water, thus completing one
of his key thesis of ‘loating islands’. Apart from the production activities of the Odin Teatret (currently showing Kaosmos, Itsi Bitsi, My
Father’s House, Judith, he Castle of Holstebro, Memoria and Rooms
in the Emperor’s Palace) there is also the teaching and scientiic concept of Nordisk Teater Laboratorium, where seminars, courses and
other educational activities take place, in cooperation with numerous
theatre workers from all over the world. One of the more important
accomplishments of the research mission of Barba and his associates
is the ninth International School of heatre Anthropology (ISTA),
which took place in May 1995 in Umeå, northern Sweden, under the
motto: “Can the following meet - Art and Science, East and West,
Scandinavians and Foreigners?”...
heatre Crossroads
In its scientiic phase, theatre anthropology includes the study of
cultural and biological behaviour of man in a given theatrical situation. he possibility for analysis of the actors’ play in anthropological
sense has three aspects: the actor’s personality together with sensitiv-
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ity and stage intelligence; the uniqueness of theatrical tradition and
its historical context; and usage of body and mind. Direct introduction of the participants of the symposium to all these aspects was
provided by a hybridization of the genetic personality of each participant, coming from diferent culture. Exhaustive meetings and
discussions under the expert guidance of Eugenio Barba were the
result of a precise program divided in two parts.
1. Julia Varley’s speciic demonstration with the headlines – he
Echo of Silence (on voice techniques and text interpretation) and he
Dead Brother (on technical and artistic cooperation between director
and actor), as well as demonstrations of actors who played for us.
2. Watching plays from various cultures:
a) Bali - Baris, Topeng, Legong
b) Japan - Buyo Kabuki
c) Brazil - Othello
d) India - Odissi Dance
All performances fascinated because of the actors’ commitment
to the art of the theatre and had a slight exotic thread, apart from the
presentation of homas Lebhart from the United States, a student of
Decroux, who had one goal - to show the western view of pantomime,
which is very diferent from that of Europe or Asia.
he thing in common, at the same time providing the ending
line of all theatre events in Umea, was a project called heatrum
Mundi – a spectacle comprising musical and stage activities performed
by actors from all over the world, who have been working for a longer
period of time at ISTA, which was directed by Barba. he point of
all this was clear and sharp: an undisturbed merger of diferent styles
and movements from all over the world with an ultimate goal - a
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joint action with the theatre as a weapon, regardless of ideology,
religion and occupation.
Barba in Macedonia
he efort of Macedonian publishers to produce our translation of
the books he Paper Canoe and he Secret Art of the Performer, Barba
being the sole author of the irst book, and a co-author together with
Nicola Savarese of the second one, would mean the introduction of
a theatrical poetics which is very important for the retroactive observance of recent developments in our theatre. he appearance of
several alternative groups and organizations during the last 20 years
in Macedonia, produce motion in the existing theatre potential and
iniltration of fresh currents which are familiar with Barba’s poetic
ways. In such a manner, for example, the Academic heatre Laboratory
and my performances advocated a thorough research in the ield of
modern expression, treated rituals in their own way, worked intensively on improvement of stage speech techniques, presents a new
non-institutional form of theatre production. his is not only through
indirect bonding of Macedonian theatre workers through the guidelines provided in this (aesth)ethics, but perhaps, also through direct
observation or participation in one of the cosmopolitan projects of
Eugenio Barba. Let’s make that step an original contribution to the
(re)examination of the new historicism at the end of the post-modern,
in pre-apocalyptic living conditions.
1995
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PITER SCHLEMIEL1
Piter Schlemiel was a man with two shadows. He knew many people,
but was known only on the Antarctic. He travelled regularly from
Stockholm to Istanbul.
He wrote a book about total theater. It discussed the idea how
Bauhaus can function in pluralism.
One of his most important meetings was with Marilyn
Monroe.
He gave a copy of his book to Marilyn M., saying this to her: “Let
this book, with an idea as red as a bus, in which I drove shortly, with
black letters, written on paper that will never turn yellow, be an orange
for the blonde lady with blue eyes from Pit who turns the green world
into purple. he question is, will the lady, ater she peels the orange,
change the colour of her hair or loose the colour of her eyes?”
he book, among other things, was inluenced by yoga, spiritualism, telekinesis etc.
Schlemiel ended as a shoemaker.
1995

1

his person doesn’t have any relation with the character by Adelbert von Chamisso.
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FROM BEGGAR TO KING
A Book Summary
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

he performing arts are a primeval mother of all souls who
are searching for their peace through mimetic expression
At the end of the XX century the theatre is a completely
practical relection of our ultra quick living
Directing is an analytical decomposition of the provocative
Reality
Director/actor art is like an alchemical search for gold in a
sea of stones
he director is a prism through which (not infrequently),
society disperses its own actual deinitions
he system of creating a performance is an utterly intimistic
realization of an aim already given in a conceptual frame
he medium’s intersection is an inevitable interaction between
the theatre, the cinema, the radio and the television and
there is no fourth wall at all
he choice of material is liable to comparative research of
the possible sample paraphrase, lead by literary sources
he signs at the disposal of an art work are telekinetic impulses within the Human galaxy
To direct is the same as to make primordial love or to travel
into an unknown land

1995
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THE OPERA OF BEGGARS
In this ‘opera’1 the primary activity (negotiation, trading, blackmailing…) is the result of the text/song of three leaders: Macheat, Peachum
and Locket, accompanied by their loved ones (relatives and supporters) – travelling together from their current positions to ‘the bottom’.
In this absurd social dislocation, communication between nobles
and the underground world becomes inevitable since the only issue
is inding the way to personal beneits, i.e. the battle for ‘better’ positions. his is the reason why sometimes situations are on the verge
of the grotesque (bearing some similarities to Francisco Goya’s ‘caprichos’2) blending with the urge for survival of the people’s man Macheat. he historical background is as follows: London in the light
of the French Revolution; very few beggars go to the opera.
his situation is skilfully concealed under the veil of English
society at the end of the XVIII century, when King George III attempts to introduce absolutism, while the proletarian appetites are
growing, leading to an open struggle for Parliament victory, thus
signiicantly reducing the Crown’s inluence. Public earthquakes
result in WHIRLS (rebellious outbursts of individuals) and CLINKINGS
(moral group arrests). he world is presented irst as a kitchen, then
as a brothel and lastly as a prison - in all three cases connecting us
with this eternal theme, begging.
Because of this, the surprisingly rapid change of the ‘aggregate
state’ of the characters and scenes - from liquid scatter (part I or
Mercury/Hg) to ixed coherence (part II or Iron/Fe), presents the
way of a new revolution (not industrial), where the quiet boiling
water in the Peachum’s kitchen is opposed to the Locket’s monstrous
locking/unlocking of the prison cell where Macheat is kept.
Regarding the original play by John Gay “…it is said to be the
satire of Handel’s opera; but John Gay, the author, was a friend of
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Swit who was urged to write by the saeva indignatio, the anger of
the rebellion; his attack transforming into the parody of an opera,
against the Government ...” 3
he play itself reminds us suiciently of all the times throughout
history when various ‘prostitution’ organizations appeared, whether
of the old American or Russian type, or they have been allusions to
the present, which must not be direct, but very discrete, not forgetting
to ridicule the numerous social deviations (bribery, corruption ...)
that have always existed, when spirituality should come irst.4
he presentation of Macheat’s ordeal lasting for 36 hours (from
eight o’clock in the morning – to eight o’clock the next night) and on
the creation of the anti-hero in the middle of the disguised crime
becomes very appealing.
1996

1

2
3

4

A play by Vaclav Havel, ‘Beggars’ opera’ (Žеbrácкá opera, 1975) dedicated to Andrej Krob, the
staging of which took place on 2nd March, 1976 at Teatro Stabile in Trieste.
V. Vlada Urošević, ‘Goya’s Caprichos’, Kulturen život, No. 3-4, 1999, Skopje, pp. 76-81.
Siegfried Melchinger, ‘Osamnaesto stoljeće’, POVJEST POLITIČKOG KAZALIŠTA (Geschichte
des politischen heaters, 1971), Graphic Institute Croatia, 1989, Zagreb, p. 269
In the play Beggar’s Opera by Vaclav Havel, directed by me, production of the Dramski Teatar in
Skopje the following actors participated: G. Jolevski (Macheat), M. Zubčević (Mr. Peachum), L.
Veljanova (Mrs. Peachum), P. Temelkovski (Mr. Locket) V. Grubać (Mrs. Locket) Z. Angelovska
(Lucy), R. Veljanovski (Filch), K. Kocevska (Diana), B. Hamamdžieva (Jenny) and R. Muratovski, S. Tasevski, O. Arizanova and B. Dragičević. Music is composed by P. Georgievski, scene
and costume designer was V. Svetozarev. he premiere was on 21st April (Sunday) 1996, in the
honour of the 50th anniversary of the renowned Macedonian theatre. he performance was
viewed by an audience of 2105 people. Five years later, on April 14, 2001, I watched Jiří Menzel’s
ilm at Manaki cinema in Skopje, based on the same play.
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ON THE PROSPERITY OF CLOWNS AND ACTORS
‘Hostility to art is also hostility to the new, to the unforeseen.’
-Robert Bresson

Orpheus is playing, but only few people are listening to him! Is the
problem with him or with those who refuse to listen? If the characters
of Orpheus are looked for on the ground of the Balkans theater, it
will certainly be diicult for us to identify all the faces of the recipients
of Orpheus’ play. But what kind of play are we actually dealing
with?
Orpheus’ theatre, which can be tantamount to that of Titus
Andronicus1, is a polygon inundated with clowns and actors. he
clowns do not hide their attitude towards things and their play is
more explicit, but actors are inclined to double play, and oten to
persilage. According to this, is the overly-sensitivity of the actor’s
being put on the verge of the tempestuous millennium upheaval
leading to an escape from the real play and indulgence to a nontheatrical form of existence?! he response lies in the generation of
actors born near the end of the sixties and the beginning of the seventies, at the time of the expansion of the anti-theatre.
“Man will be surprised by and angry at many sharp predictions:
today, the same as yesterday, it is apparent that many things remain
outwards of any predictions,” says Jacques Attali regarding the position
of man in the new century, in his study ‘he Two-housand Years’2.
his ascertainment can also be taken into account in the analysis of
the current general state of afairs in the theatre, which is a product
of the chaos of living and the systems of living dictated by the state
institutions. Democracy and pluralism have imposed a new recourse
of comprehension of theatre. his manner is frequently vulgar. You
may say, in life as well there is suicient vulgarity. Yes, but theatre is
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at a disposal to everybody, even the youngest, the children. What
could happen if without an author’s censure, the front pages of the
majority of printed media (these include even some tending to be
highly serious) continue to be overwhelmed with ‘modern’ sexyphone hotlines?! It seems to me that in this case it is related not to
modernity but simply, to frustration. his term entails thereof the
existence of misanthropy, hypocrisy, and eventually, mimicry. here
is likelihood that in the last decade there are more and more ‘actors’
in life and fewer Actors on the theatre and fewer People on the life
scenes. he countenance of the modern man, which unnaturally
switly transforms itself every single moment, assumes a new value.
For this face, Paul Valery, in his collection ‘Small Exercises’ says, “he
face is a carrier of all devices needed for reception of emissions whose
source is not in contact with the body.”3
At the end of the 19th century, a historic scene where Macedonian
ups and downs were parading in front of the background of Ottoman
turmoil reinforced by the appetites of the neighbours, Macedonia
launches a number of devotees of the new European thought. One
of them is Vojdan Chernodrinski (1875-1951), whose work has so
far been only poorly and superluously presented, bearing in mind
the revolutionary purport (from theatre aspect) of his plays, a part
of which have never been staged4. he rise of Petar Mandžukov
(1878-1966) is worth mentioning too, who was a co-suferer and
collaborator of Chernodrinski and whose lines were published in a
more complete edition a century aterwards. We must not forget
Naum Manilov (1934-1961) either, who paradoxically ascended to
the poetic heights of the century. All these are characters of particular
actors (Orpheus), whose relections ought to be memorised and
perpetuated since these are not only characters from our alley, but
characters of a worldwide format, whose presence in our cultural
milieu should be elevated forever.
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Oblivion is one of the most painful features of the homo novus,
especially if it is imposed, forced, and calculated. History must not
be forgotten. Just like the theatre play. hey are acts that must not
extinguish, even at the cost of whatsoever law. he repudiation of
the time we have passed with all our being, no matter whether in the
course of history or in the course of a theatre play, means playing
with ourselves, creation of an actor or a clown out of man. Life is not
a circus though, but God’s will. Everything else is a question of a
personal choice and ineradicable part of our experience, i.e. a personal
memory. Or – a style?!
However, the style is inlicted by time, not by people. he
change of styles of life, play, behaviour, or rules, is a PHENOMENON
to be examined also in the prosperity of clowns and actors at the
home scene. “he illusion of reality, is reality of the illusion”, wrote
Northrop Fray. And why to make life imagination out of theatre reality? he answer lies disclosed behind our faces.
2000

1

2

3

4

See the scene between Titus and the Clown, scene 3, act 4: William Shakespeare, TITUS ANDRONICUS, Leipzig, Bernhard Tauchitz, 1868, pp. 55-56.
Jacques Attali, LINES OF THE HORYZON (Lignes d’horizon, Fayard ,1990, Paris), translated by
Blagoja Velkovski-Kraš, Misla, Skopje, 1993, p. 114.
Paul Valery, MELANGE (Mélange, Oeuvres, I, Biblioteque de la Pleiade, Editions Gallimard,
1957), translated by Mirjana Trenčeva, Makedonska kniga, Skopje, 1988, p. 60.
Naum Panovski, ‘World is a stage of the revolution for freedom or when and where is played the
drama story’ in: THEATRE AS WEAPON (Naum Panovski, ‘Svetot e scena na osloboditelnata
revolucija ili koga i kade se odigruva dramskata prikazna’ vo: Teatarot kako oružje), Kultura,
1991, pp. 9-21.
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ORBIS PICTUS
Instead of a Study’s Conclusion
he origin of the Macedonian iction ilm directing phenomenon,
parallel with the establishing of the theatre directing, dates since the
earliest period of ilm expansion in this region – with the works of
Manaki Brothers – Milton (1882-1964) and Janaki (1878-1954) and
Arseni Jovkov (1884-1924) (at the start of the 20th century) who ‘build
the ground’ for the birth of the profession which will lead the full
realization of the ilm act – the directing.
he development stages of this phenomenon can be analyzed
through several viewpoints: as irst, through the Macedonian ilm
directing debut Quiet Summer by Dimitrie Osmanli (1927-2006);
through the directing opus of Branko Gapo (1931-2008); through
the high achievements of the Kiril Cenevski’s (1943) ilm Black Seed;
then, through the ilms Happy New Year ’49 directed by Stole Popov
(1950) and Hi-Fi by Vladimir Blazhevski (1955), as well as through
the short Charlie Parker, My Love by Aljosha Simjanovski (1951) and
Milcho Manchevski’s (1959) Before the Rain. All of those works initiated numerous novelties in the recent long/short-length ilm production, especially on the ield of ilm & theater directing.
Along with the ilm directing at that time, the television directing emerged as a separate phenomenon at the second half of 20th
century [carried out by the authors as Aco Aleksov (1932-2005), Ivan
Mitevski (1948) and Dushan Naumovski (1938)]. his separate ilm
directing in TV-media appeared as an equal parameter in the ilmed
works in general, especially at the so-called ‘fiction structured’
directing.
At the latest stage of ilm directing development, the most
emphasized feature is the inclination toward the modern & post-
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modern treatment of the themes, especially when we speak of the
tendency for pure, causal directing concepts.
2001
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THE IMPRESSIONABLE NATURALNESS
OF THE STYLE
Risto Shishkov as an Actor in the TV Media
We oten had an opportunity to face ourselves with the archived
glances from the ilm and TV screen, and along with that, considering the components of the historical values on their acting performances, we note the intermittent changes between the naturally convincing above the artiicial non-convincing acting performances, or
vice versa. Ater the kilometres of edited ilm (and/or video) tape
(already as irm and precious rarities), it’s quite clear that the impressionable naturalness of the ilm alchemy of the actor’s expression can
enchant even ater the irst frames of the ilm deed, in which, in
reasonable amounts – the actor used his own emotion as a binding
luid between the author/director and the audience. But in the same
time, we witness the quite long row of the ilm titles, in which, for
the actions of some characters we claim that they seem artiicial.
Exactly in that antagonistic variety of the acting performances exists
the wholeness of the ilm-image suggestibility, as a record, document
or iction. he extraordinary ilm-acting format of Risto Shishkov
(1940-1986) we can only deine as a whole of the examples in the
nourishing of the natural relationship with the camera eye, producing
the performances freed from the clichés and standard (common,
plain, simple, etc.) patterns and solutions.
To speak (or write) with arguments for the ‘ilm-man’ Risto
Shishkov is a irm challenge because of the numerous aspects – generally literary or strictly cinematographic. Considering numerous researchers of the acting performance phenomenon, and looking from
the aspect of our art situation, we can note that the claim about the
(at least) three key levels (phases) in the development of the Macedonian
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art in the acting performance, are marked with the works of the representative actors of certain generations, namely: Petre Prlichko
(1907-1995), Risto Shishkov and Nenad Stojanovski (1952-1998).
Ater the third one, it’s really diicult to select the most speciic actingstyle representative of the newest generations. Our experience guides
us to the notion that, maybe, few more years are needed for that, who
knows. In this particular ‘Shishkov’ case, until now, the most of the
researches on his acting performances are being done upon his theatre
acting performances. Now, looking upon his intermedia opus (in
whole), we can verify numerous and complex acting performances
of his – in the TV medium. he most of them can show that he’s a
serious and deeply profound carrier of numerous main roles. But, is
it possible to reconstruct some of the elements that make the existence
of the Shishkov phenomenon in this media?! Surely – yes, but we instantly face the question of the comprehending his speciic model of
acting performance. Moreover, especially now, when we speak of his
participation in numerous TV, ilm and radio projects.
One evening, in the midst of the 70’s, from the small screen
of the black & white TV set newly-bought by my parents, label
Ambassador, the presenter of the Skopje TV News informed us that
some new TV feature serial starts, with duration of six episodes. he
same summer, because of the popularity of that TV-serial named as
he Way toward the Future, this man-actor in white shirt named by
many as – Shile, made quite an impression on the TV audience in
the summer camp in Star Dojran, among which was me myself, then
just a little kid. In the chapter ‘Abducted Hope’, from the interesting
published book about this actor, the TV director Dushan Naumovski,
lively encloses the intimate contacts of his, on the relation directoractor with Shishkov, recalling the long years of creative co-work of
theirs in the ield of the TV media1. Further, as I recall, this actor’s
name became a synonym of the domestic TV production, and in
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no-time, there appeared his unforgettable roles in he Sunset above
the Lakeland, he Magic Saddle, he Longest Journey, and many other
excellent performances of that kind. Putting this personal and mosaic
memories in public, directly linked with my interest on the ilm actor
Shishkov, whom I never saw in theatre, I would add the fact that my
own study made for my Academy entering-exams was on the theme
of the ilm-adaptation of the Chingo’s anthological story Zurlo’s
Greatest Day, and this dramaturgy analysis was so highly coloured
with Risto Shishkov and my imaginary ‘encounters’ with him. I think
that I thoroughly defended my imaginary thesis that Shishkov would
be the most authentic interpreter of the role as Zurlo. hen, in front
of me, there were the high authorities (until then, known to me only
from TV) as Branko Plesha, Rade Markovic and Rade Sherbedzija,
beside the man who were the mentor of the theater & ilm directors
class I’ve applied to, with that exam. hat happened only two years
ater the death of Shishkov, to whom the Strumica heatre Anton
Panov dedicated the play he Great Python. he spirit of our ‘father’
Risto Shishkov seemed to wander around and within that cult play
for the Strumica ensemble. Anyway, he made his irst acting performances on the battens of this town’s theatre scene.2
he approaches toward the acting style performance’s dissemination are various. he ilm critic makes, in its own ways, a vivisection
of the style-concepts of the acting performances in the ilm medium,
by the nomenclature of the French theoretician Marcel Martin, extracting Risto Shishkov in the examples of the expansionistic style,
placing him side by side with actors like Laurence Olivier, Nikolai
Cherkasov and Toshiro Mifune. his ilm acting style “is the concept
by which the acting performance abandons the conventions of the
realistic play and the actor strives to the stylization close (by some of
its speciic marks) to the theatricality of the game“3. From the other
side of things, what’s diferent at the expansionistic style, is the “the
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amount of the overstepping of the expression”4 (emph. by G.T.). By
the analyzes on the actor’s art-means of Shishkov in three TV ilms:
Tabakerata5, he Paradox of Diogenes6 and Rainy Sun7, we can conclude
that we speak of a rarity model of acting performance, which analogues
with a lot of the great actors’ acting modalities worldwide (an it isn’t
by chance when many mark Risto Shishkov as – the Macedonian
Marlon Brando.) All mentioned TV deeds are made in the period of
ten years. In that period (since 1972 until 1978) one can openly observe
the process of strengthening the style characteristics of this suggestive
actor, in his acting in front of the camera. he irst screening of the
TV ilm Tabakerata was of a signiicant value for the further path of
Shishkov’s career. Since this early example, one can prove the signiicant
sense of Shishkov in building of the drama characters. “... By the logic
of the transparent narration, this train encounter invokes (as a motif)
the motif of the recognition. Suleyman Bey will recognize Goce Delchev
– that’s the logical, expected order of things that we look out for from
a adventure chronotop”8 (emph. by G.T.). And in all of his posterior
examples later, Shishkov manifests high coeicient of selectivity in
the choice of his roles.
And instead of the argumentation on the speciic impressionability of his style, here I place one sequence for each of the mentioned
deeds, where the acting style and performance’s speciics of Risto
Shishkov is described: two TV ilms (one of them is a short-length
feature, and the other is a middle-length one) and one TV drama.
His transforming diapason of roles lay within the sphere of the same
drama-expression, although at some moments he shows some ainity
for a discreet irony and grotesque. “Between the tears and laughter,
Shishkov chose the irst one, letting it to crawl down his chick, and
to drop down on the hot dust at the ground.”9 Now, let’s look on the
three selected examples from Shishkov’s, modest by number, but
iligree-like acting opus in the ield of the TV art.
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Example 1: the role of GOCE DELCHEV in Tabakerata through
the analyzed sequence named ‘recognition’ of 17 takes; Risto Shishkov
and Blagoj Chorevski
1. Middle plan of Shishkov. (“You haven’t been in Kukush for
a long time?”)
2. Middle plan of the partner. (“Yes, more than a ten years”;
Shishkov in ‘of ’: “And, what were your studies?”; “Law, on
Sorbonne”, he replies.)
3. Middle plan of Shishkov.
4. ‘American’ of the Turkish police oicers who search the
train.
5. Close-up of the partner.
6. Middle plan. Shishkov shows something to the partner
through the window of the moving train.
7. Middle plan. Turkish police officer looking into the
coupe.
8. Middle plan. Shishkov and the partner observe each
other.
9. Close-up on Shishkov.
10. Close-up on the partner. (“A lot of policemen in our
trains.”)
11. Close-up on Shishkov. (“hank God for that. A man isn’t
save anywhere. Even on the trains one can encounter
villains.”)
12. Middle plan on the partner. (“Really? So, it’s true... Some
time ago, in Paris, some high Turkish diplomat came and
he spread the story that in Macedonia appeared the rebel
‘with wings’. He wandered everywhere, and nor the police
nor the army couldn’t catch him. here is a reward of a
thousand gold coins for his head.”)
13. Middle plan on Shishkov. („Well, well, who knows what
would be next?”)
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14. Close-up on the partner. („I think that your head worth
more.”)
15. Close-up on Shishkov. („Not my merchant’s head, full of
textile, salt, oil, wax?!”)
16. Close-up on the partner. (“You are Goce Delchev.”)
17. Close-up on Shishkov.
In this sequence we can follow, in continuity, the extraordinary
strictly dozed micro-reactions by Shishkov, which are produced by
two certain phenomena: irst, by the fear of getting captured by the
police, and as second, by the suspense of the pleasant conversation
with the (not to forget – the Turkish although) friend from his childhood. During the whole time, he expresses the holding-back attitude
in his play with the partner, but at the same time, his relationship
with the camera is full of the constrained thrill up to the edge of the
needed dramatic tension.
Example 2: the role of DRASHKO KAROVSKI in he Paradox
of Diogenes through the sequence ‘defence’ with duration of 20 sec.
Middle plan of Shishkov.
“... What do you want from me?”
Brief pause.
“... he ‘Splendid’ hotel didn’t collapse because of my wife’s
dullness or excellence, but only because of my faults...”
Brief pause.
“... Why do you place such comedies here?”
Brief pause.
“... I’m not the only one with the guilt on his head...”
Brief pause.
“... Why you just don’t stop this silly – who, what and why?”
Brief pause.
“... Shoot me, hang me!”
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Brief pause.
“... I spit on your defenders and prosecutors!”
In this sequence, in which Shishkov plays a monologue form
in front of the auditorium in the courthouse, we can note the brilliant
blend of an impulsive, almost revolted charge during the interpretation of his text with, iguratively speaking, the intelligent ight for
reaching the justice. his kind of expressing the almost crazy, but
still suiciently focused and shaped in a positivistic manner – individual rebellion, signiies the epithet of way – it’s the starting sequence),
Shishkov produces the meticulous lyrical articulation during his
reading the contents of the letter, in spite of the fact that as an illustration base a special harmony in this actor’s performance.
Example 3: the role of LEDENIK in Rainy Sun through the
scene ‘meditation’; with duration of 6,5 min.
In this sequence (by the, some scenes of the exotic small town
are edited in the sequence. Along the way, the emotional charge of
his voice that runs the narration is at the same dramatic level as the
showing images.
***
he TV camera recorded Shishkov as a unique, alive character with
some biographic characteristics, like those from the neorealism. By
the telling of his colleagues and co-workers, and also according to
the preserved ilm materials with his ilm and TV roles, it’s more than
clear that he didn’t spare himself in his work (making ‘doubles’, etc.),
always acting in his full strength and capacity. herefore, now we can
only extract and express the great and doubtless support for Shiskovian
original contribution within the Macedonian ilm and TV art, evaluating his respective actors opus in that sphere as a paradigmatic and
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very speciic (even we can say – special), with the consequent and
emphasized style line of his impressionability high above the
average.
2002
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See: Goce Ristovski, SHISHKOV: he Way Risto Shishkov Lived and Died, Skopje, 1999, pp. 104111.
Compare with: STEPS ON THE STAR PLANKS: A Contribution on the Researches on the Phenomenon Called Strumica heatre (monograph), ed. Goran Trenchovski, Strumica, 1999, p.
137.
A quote by Georgi Vasilevski, ‘he Mimetic Value of the Captured Moment and the Chained
Reality’, in: ACTING AND DIRECTING IN THE MACEDONIAN THEATRE (miscellany), by
Jelena Lužina, Prilep, 1999, p. 73.
Ibid., p. 73.
TV-ilm, directed by Dushan Naumovski, scenario by Tashko Georgievski, by the same-named
story of Gjorgi Abadžiev, D.O.P. Dobri Janevski, editing by Boris Mirchevski, 38 min., TV Skopje,
1972.
TV-drama, directed by Aco Aleksov, scenario adaptation of the same-named theatre play by
Tome Arsovski, D.O.P. Pero Stojanovski, 98 min., TV Skopje, 1975.
TV-ilm, written and directed by Kole Malinov, by the story ‘Love in the Kasaba’ by Ivo Andrić,
D.O.P. Dragi Tanevski, edited by Boris Mirchevski, music by Ljubomir Brandjolica, 62 min., TV
Skopje, 1978.
A quote by Jadranka Vladova, THE MAGIC OF THE WORD, Skopje, 1993, p. 40.
Branko Stavrev, DELOS or Floating Island, Skopje, 1992, p. 39.
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PARS PRO TOTO
Study on Short Film
‘Pars pro toto is the fundamental method
of ilmic conversion of things into signs.’
-Roman Jakobson

During our childhood we were watching the silent era ilms, which
were repeated for many times on the TV screens, with suicient
burlesque charge, illing simultaneously our hearts and faces with
laughter. We also had the opportunity to see some novelty, either in
the pocket movies or the video-stores, which had an important educational role in our education.
From older ilm-lovers, as well as from ilm library shows, we
also understood the romanticism, we faced the city symphonicity,
the kino-pravda, newsreels, cinéma-vérité... We began understanding
the camera as a fountain pen, and the cinema as cinema-direct, free
cinema, political weapon...
My generation watched ilms at the time when modern trends
began having its own various directions. In that time of challenges
and epicureanism, we were encouraged by Leonardo with his observational thesis that the eye is the most important and that without it
we cannot perceive the world.
I watched most of the short ilms on TV. At the Academy, my
ilm professors: Boro Drašković, Marko Babac and Vlatko Gilić taught
us the habit for regular and thorough ilm analysis.
Until the moment when, in Prague, I made a photocopy of
this ingenious essay by Roman Jakobson – Is the ilm in decline?1
Since then my previous knowledge and experience regarding
the short ilm have proved to be correct, and the veriication built on
the pars pro toto method, lasts up to the present days.
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Phenomenology of the Short Film
Since ancient times, since the years of the very genesis of the ilm art,
the scene, and then the sequence consisting of several scenes, alluded
to a whole which, according to the idea, the story and the message
which the ilm author wants to convey, exists individually and independently based on the concept of the ilm or the ilm works visualized
by the creator/author.2 his autochthonomy is in no doubt related to
the term whole or one. hus, the scene compared to the sequence is
part of the whole, while the sequence compared to the whole scene is
also a small part compared to the whole ilm subject. In this sense, the
length, the duration of the action illing in the scenes, is crucial too. If
the scene lasts for a few seconds, then the sequence lasts for one or
more minutes, and the entire ilm can only be either one minute or
forty minutes long. hus, a space for forming a ilm as a whole is created and it can be freely treated as a ilm i.e. as a short ilm.
Standards for the short ilm were not established solely by the
creators of the ilm work. Over the time and along with the development of this audiovisual art branch, the audience as well assessed the
short ilms, and the festivals (those necessary celebrations of the
ilm!) set up new criteria, a prerequisite for competition among many
such mini-pleasures which, via the image (and later via the sound as
well), can excite the world with spiritual and contentual vibrations
of this powerful and underlining art.
he projections of feature length ilm threatened to marginalize
the short form, but with the emergence of the television broadcasting
signal, a new space for expression was opened, manageable especially
for the short ilm form. And so, even today, the short ilm has the
priority of being the most meticulous, perfect, haiku-like ilm form.
Inside it, there is a lot to be said. Inside it, there is so much time as
there are blood and muscles in the human body. As many as there
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are conceptual directions in an intellect. herefore, the stages of the
short ilm development vary, like the world, technology and the human mind are changing as well.
If the brothers Louis and Auguste Lumière irst recorded with
camera the workers exiting the Lyon factory, and then showed this
material to the audience thirsty for new miracles, homas Edison
carefully enabled his resourceful realizators and hired men to explore
the essence of the recorded content as well, in addition to the scientiic
and technical side of cinematographing.3
hritiness in the use of expressional means, large concentration towards the idea and topic, ine art and formality of the small
ilm work, were disciplinary direction for producing exceptional
pieces that still enchant with their simplicity and clarity.
Observing the irst examples through the ilm history, as unavoidable basis for further investigation of the phenomenon called
ilm, the irst true (conceptualized, created and fully realized) short
ilms are born thanks to the visionary concept and artism of the
ilmmakers Georges Méliès and Edwin Porter. he irst one, in the
year 1902, ilmed the 16-minutes long A Trip to the Moon, and the
other one, in 1903, ilmed the 12-minutes long he Great Train
Robbery. Both examples contain feature and documentary narrative
elements, the actors-naturshchici, but we can talk about some kind
of early start of diferentiation of the genres. hat era of the silent
ilm becomes enriched with the development line of the ilm work
of John Grierson4 who (especially in the twenties) gives special,
paternal, more serious emphasis to the documentary approach, in
terms of the social choice of topics, but also in terms of how it is
depicted (think of the twenty-ive minutes Driters from the year
1929). In that ilm stage of evolutions and revolutions, the research
of Robert Flaherty5, the reporting of Dziga Vertov6 and the paintings
inspired by the art avant-garde at that time (embodied in the ilm
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through Fernand Léger, Walter Ruttmann, Fritz Lang, Alberto
Cavalcanti, Jean Vigo, Luis Buñuel), spreading from Europe to the
overseas West.7
Noise and fury in the gene of ilmmakers who were imposing
themselves through the really swinging twentieth century, began to
be expressed through the works of Sergei Eisenstein (he Battleship
Potemkin from 1925, Old and New from 1929), Night Mail by Watt
and Wright, Leni Riefenstahl (Triumph of the Will from 1935 and
Olympia from 1938), and through the pioneering works of Grierson
as well. Simultaneously, there were also the short ilms of David
Griith that open up a page of reconstruction of social phenomena.
It is a period when actors (those immortal movie stars) appear on
the screen, and they superiorly, with or without a touch of comic,
attract viewers to the degree of hyper-popularization of the ilm
medium. he merit mostly belongs to Augustus Carney, Lillian Gish,
Mack Sennett, William Garwood, Charlie Chaplin, Buster Keaton,
Laurel and Hardy, Marx Brothers, and cartoon characters of Walt
Disney that became must-read for many passionate cinema fans.
he emergence of sound ilm widely opens the doors to directors, actors, cameramen and screenwriters. he combination of silent
scenes and music gives an opportunity for rising the editing crat as
well as editing as a key components of the creative process of ilm
creation. Neo-realism within Europe, also plays an important role
in the expressiveness of the short ilm, under the inluence of Godard,
Trufaut and Coutard. his movement is also accompanied by the
lyricity of the works of Rossellini, Resnais, Cocteau, Renoir.
he female author Maya Deren is a typical example of creation
of a typical ilm auto-poetics. A special curiosity about her is that
she by-passes the national ilm qualiications, given the fact that in
her work she connects artiicially and very skillfully the eastern and
western civilizations.
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Years and months of newsreels follow, which draw their authenticity from the whirlwind of the world and Balkan wars as well.
hey capture chronically the hectic scenes of armed conlicts and
standstills.
At the end, a voyeuristic, catalytic, guerrilla aspect was created,
point of view on things seen through the eye of documentary camera.8
Lens slowly began to sharpen and blur, controlled by the skills of the
ilm author.
Moreover, the broadcasting signal which provides synchronic
transmission of sound and image, sets up its own parameters in the
survival of the short ilm form, initially through serials (Davy Crockett)
and commercials, and then through the original, short-TV ilms.
In the universal perception of the short ilm form, the illusionism, the circus and the comic books highly contribute to the development of the short (especially the feature) ilm.
In the second half of the irst ilm century, very visible and
understandable comparative distinction of genres takes place. It is
very clear what is a feature (iction ilm) and what is documentary
(non-iction) ilm. Animated, experimental and one-minute-long
ilm ind their place in the strict diferentiation among the main
genres and types of ilm.
Pars pro toto principle remains opposite of totum pro parte,
and in both cases it indicates the existence of synecdoche, metonymies, metaphor. he short ilm form becomes aestheticized way of
penetration into the consciousness of the viewer. hrough the short
ilm, the world becomes richer, and the life of the audience longer.
Otherwise, pars pro toto translated from Latin means part for the
whole or portion for the whole.
he aim of short ilms and ilm art in a global context is the
things to gain a meaning. he key for transforming an image into a
sign lies in each author’s laboratory which aspires to become a factory, ilmic dreams industry.
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In other words, the short ilm through its ontological characteristics, is an ideological substrate, emotional extract of a great life
in a small, life-giving form, through the language of the seventh art.
he Early Beginnings of the Short Fiction
Film Subject
he short ilm originates from the recorded (arranged) action which,
through the plot, has its beginning, development and end.
he ilms of Méliès and Porter are considered the irst successful
ilm experiences in the short subject. Here are he Tramp (1915) with
Charlie Chaplin and Convict 13 (1920) with Buster Keaton. Further
follow the avant-garde directions and surrealism, and the following
ilms are a result of that: Mechanical Ballet (1924) of Fernand Léger
and the An Andalusian Dog (1929) of Luis Buñuel and Salvador Dali.
he irst short ilm awarded with the Oscar statue was he
Music Box (1932), with Laurel and Hardy, by James Parrott.9
he artistic and editing experiments are boosting the level of
interest into the short animated ilm (cartoon and puppet-ilm) as
well as into the computer animation.
he Early Beginnings of the Short Documentary
Film Subject
he short documentary ilm was developed by Grierson, Flaherty
and Brighton school.10 he short documentary ilm aims towards
more realistic recording, but with its entire drama and point.
Some of the more important later works are Rain (1929) by
Joris Ivens, À Propos de Nice (1930) by Jean Vigo, Land without Bread
(1932) by Luis Buñuel and the ilms by Maya Deren.
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Docudrama and travelogue, mondo-ilm, popular science ilms
from micro-world and macro-world are developing as subgenre
categories...
Striking example for highlighting the speciicity of natural,
real objects and for making poetically bonded documentary whole
out of them, are the ilms of Godfrey Reggio.
Samples from the Macedonian Short
(Documentary and Fiction) Film Form
he fact that Milton and Janaki Manaki brothers are the irst cinematographers on the Balkans, as well as the irst documentarists of rare
(mainly with ethnological theme) short ilms, makes Macedonia a
very inspirational soil11 for creation of the few works included in the
class of the professional short ilm. he function of the dialogue is
mostly minimalistic, despite the one of the feature length ilms.12
Some domestic short documentaries ilmed on celluloid strip
are: he Birds are Coming (1956, 19’) by Branko Gapo, he Twelve of
Papradnik (1965, 17’) by Dimitrie Osmanli, he Wedding of Šarplanina
Sheepdog (1970, 15’) by Trajche Popov, Companions (1971, 11’) by
Dushan Naumovski, Sic Transit Gloria Mundi (1974, 10’) by Ljubisha
Georgievski, I, Blaga Micanova (1977, 11’) by Laki Chemchev, Happy
New Year (1978, 15’) by Vladimir Blazevski, Golgotha (1979, 16’) by
Meto Petrovski, Dae (1979, 16’) by Stole Popov, Marko’s Towers (1989,
15’) by Boris Damovski, he Love of Kocho Topencharov (1991, 13’)
by Antonio Mitriќeski, Yield (1994, 15’) by Mitko Panov, Roza (2000,
18’) by Maja Mladenovska; and short documentaries produced by TV
and independent video-productions are: he Voice (1984, 30’) by Ivan
Mitevski, Razme (2000, 45’) by Slobodan Despotovski, he Lakeland
of Nicola K. (2007, 16’) by Goran Trenchovski, Toni Mandža’s List
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(2003, 31’) by Marija Dzidzeva, Prayer (2004, 30’) by Stefan Shashkov,
A Girl and her Accordion (2006, 30’) by Biljana Garvanlieva.13
Some of the Macedonian short iction ilms are: Doll by Dimitrie
Osmanli (1957, 18’), Happy House Painter by Dimitar Kjostarov
(1957, 25’), he Troubles of the Deceased K. K. by Kole Chasule and
Zdravko Velimirovic (1963, 15’), No by Ljubisa Georgievski (1966,
13’), An Elevator Up and Down by Dushan Naumovski (1967, 14’),
A Monument by Veljo Lichenoski (1968, 9’), Something Should Happen
Today by Mile Grozdanoski (1976, 10’), Dark Mirror by Meto Petrovski
(1969, 11’), he Man in Black by Branko Stavrev (1970, 10’), A Day
to Forgive by Ljupco Bilbilovski (1976, 18’), A Head by Laki Chemchev
(1979, 8’), A Mysterious Object by Slobodan Despotovski (1982, 11’),
Dangerous Granny by Milcho Manchevski (1985, 16’), Charlie Parker,
My Love by Aljosha Simjanovski (1994, 26’), Meadow by Mitko Panov
(1998, 20’), he Letter by Vasil Hristov (2000, 40’), Veta by Teona
Mitevska (2000, 14’), Najdenka by Blaže Trendailov (2002), Bugs by
Igor Ivanov (2003, 15’), Adieus by Goran Trenchovski (2007, 19’).14
Short Films / Miniaturesques - Opportunities
and Limitations
he length of scenes and sequences, rhythm, tempo and places of
editing cuts depend on the way chosen by the author of the short ilm.
hat chosen way oten provides the director the opportunity to give
a personal mark and to express his inventiveness maximally, even
much more than in the feature length ilm. he participation in festivals
for short ilms, trainings, workshops and archiving are just some of
the tasks that need to be of concern to any seriously outlined national
cinematography. With the appearance of the Internet, a new audiovisual distribution network was created (Across the Hall by Alex Merkin
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in 2006 was quickly released via the Internet and via mobile phones).
And the ilm posters, trailers and websites have an amazing share of
advertising-propaganda purposes of the short ilm.
Other anthological leshes which have their own poetics and
aesthetics from the golden age (years of rise), up to the contemporary
times of the short ilm, setting up memorable coordinates, are the
following:
- hree Little Pigs (1933) by Walt Disney
- he Mascot (1934) by Ladislav Starevich
- Meshes of the Aternoon (1943) by Maya Deren
- Duck and Cover (1952)
- Red Balloon (1956) by Albert Lamorisse
- Two Men and a Wardrobe (1958) by Roman Polanski
- he Golden Fish (1959) by Jacques Cousteau
- he Jetty (1962) by Chris Marker
- You (1963) by István Szabó
- Labyrinth (1963) by Jan Lenica
- Notes Towards a Film About India (1969) by Pier Paolo
Pasolini
- In Continuo (1971) by Vlatko Gilić
- Sunday Aternoon in Greenland (1973) by Boro Drašković
- From a Night Porter’s Point of View (1977) by Krzysztof
Kieślowski
- Cofee and Cigarettes (1986) by Jim Jarmusch
- he opuses of Jan Švankmajer and Norman McLaren
- Anima Mundi (1992) by Godfrey Reggio
- A Sense of History (1992) by Mike Leigh
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he Wrong Trousers (1993) by Nick Park
Gagarin (1995) by Alexij Kharitidi
Anything Can Happen (1995) by Marcel Lozinski
Dolls (2006) by Susan Luciani
Films by Michael Moore

Omnibus short stories put together in one whole may also be
seen in the Colour of Pomegranate (1968) by Parajanov and Dreams
(1990) by Kurosawa.
Part of the body, the big picture, the man in the short ilm –
have religious, philosophical meaning. he face of the man and gesture
may also be interpreted as a part of a larger kinaesthetic action.
Composition and meaning of the short ilm are given in advance. he formula for a small piece of art is known only to the author.
And no one else.
he secret for someone else to ind out the formula is equal to
alchemy. he ilm search for art in a pebble. hat secret is contained
in the pars pro toto principle. I hope that this drat for visa in the
research of the short ilm phenomenon, will become complementary
to the practical works of the author.
2008
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I found similar views of Jakobson in Roman Jakobson, Selected Writings. Ed. Stephen Rudy
(Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter, 1962) and Roman Jakobson. Ed. Stephen Rudy (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1983).
Catherine Fowler, he European Cinema Reader. (London: Routledge, 2002).
Very thorough tetralogy on the history of ilm is the one by Georgi Vasilevski, History of Film
I-IV. (Skopje: Cinematheque of Macedonia, 2000-2007).
Gary Evans, John Grierson: Trailblazer of Documentary Film. (Montreal: XYZ Publishing,
2005).
Robert Joseph Flaherty, Edmund Snow Carpenter, comps. and eds. Comock: he True Story of
an Eskimo Hunter. (Boston: David R. Godine, 2004).
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Vlada Petrić, Constructivism in Film: he Man with the Movie Camera: a Cinematic Analysis.
(Cambridge UP, 1987).
P. Adams Sitney, Visionary Film: he American Avant-Garde 1943-2000. (Oxford UP, 2000).
Genevieve Jollife and Andrew Zinnes, eds. he Documentary Film Makers Handbook: A Guerilla Guide. (New York: Continuum International Publishing Group, 2006).
Some of the short iction ilms awarded with Oscar are as follows: Beyond the Line of Duty (1942,
22’) of Lewis Seiler, A Time Out of War (1954, 20’) of Denis Sanders, Happy Anniversary (1962,
15’) of Pierre Étaix and Jean-Claude Carrière, he Resurrection of Broncho Billy (1970, 23’) of
James Rokos, Dear Diary (1996, 38’) of David Frankel, he Mozart of Pickpockets (2006, 31’) of
Philippe Pollet-Villard, and some of the short documentaries which were awarded the American
Film Academy are: Neighbours (1952, 8’6’’) of Norman McLaren, To Be Alive! (1964, 18’) of
Francis hompson and Alexander Hammid, he End of the Game (1975, 29’) of Robin Lehman,
Close Harmony (1981, 30’) of Nigel Noble, Young at Heart (1987, 29’) of Pamela Conn and Sue
Marx, Twin Towers (2003, 34’) of Bill Guttentag and Robert David Port, Freeheld (2007, 40’) of
Cynthia Wade.
Paul Swann, he British Documentary Film Movement 1926-1946. (Cambridge UP, 1989).
Photography and Film on Macedonian Soil. (Skopje: MANU, 2007).
Mimi Gjorgoska-Ilievska, Literature in Dialogue with the Film – intermedia relations between
the Macedonian literature and ilm. (Skopje: Cinematheque of Macedonia, 2005).
More details on the Macedonian documentary ilm are presented in the last chapter of the book
Pars Pro Toto - “Macedonian Documentary Circle: A View into the Macedonian Documentary
Film”, a text made on the basis of the presentation at the Symposium in Wiesbaden, on the Festival GoEast 2007, where the initiative SEEdox was launched.
Miroslav Čepinčić, “Production of short iction ilms in Macedonia”. Macedonian iction ilm book one. (Skopje: Cinematheque of Macedonia, 1992) pp 277–308.
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III.
PHOTOS & MEANINGS

HEART–ART

It’s a lump appearing in stirred Heart
that:
made everything out of nothing
planted blossom in the dark
destroyed imaginations and sorrows
revived ideals
turned stone into light
created eternity out of death
dream made reality
hate threw in well
love named for the Queen.
And it told me to wish for it when I feel lonely
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ROOTS

MY PAPPA TOSHKA

MY DAD

MY GRANDMA BOZHANKA
(centre)

MY MUM

FUTURE PARENTS
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THE BABY

THE CHILD

BROTHERS

OUR FAMILY WHEN I WAS 9
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A WEDDING

MY SON
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WE, AT NOWADAYS
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THE END OF THE PARTY 1991/2001
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THREE BECKETTIAN PLAYS
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FINGERS SAYS: “SEE YOU NEXT FILM!”
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IV.
C R I T I C S’ E C H O E S

CRITICS’ ECHOES
About APOCALYPSE
…It’s a irst breath…
-Dragan Slavevski, “Otkrovenie”, poem inspired on the performance, Skopje, 23-24 December 1990
...A wonderful blend of fantastic and real, mythological and
religious, dream and reality...
-Nikola Sarajlija, “Povodom predstave ‘Otkrovenje’ samostalne
grupe ‘Seraphin Tanz’”, Pozorište, Novi Sad, March 1991 / LIX, 37 p.
About ENDGAME
...Drawing attention to the structuring of the play, of its
aesthetics...
-Ph. D. Mišel Pavlovski, “Kvalitet što vetuva”, Nova Makedonija,
11.12.1991, No. 16123 / XLVII, 14 p.
About SOUND PICTURES
...A very talented young director...
-Ph. D. Dušan Rnjak: “Dramska polifonija u petnaest slika”,
Pozorište, Novi Sad, February 1992 / LX, 19 p.
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About WATER HEN
...An author who strives his plays to be semantically
structured...
-Todor Kuzmanov: “Teatarot i semiotikata niz prizmata na
pomladata generacija tvorci kaj nas”, Sovremenost, Skopje, No. 1-2,
January-February, 1994 / XLIV, 252-254 pp.
About SLAVIC ORPHEUS
...Efective blend of comical and terrifying...
-Petar Grujičić: “Mesto na balkanskom Olimpu”, Borba, Beograd,
15 July, 1992.
About LESSONS IN CRIME
...Director’s attempts to open performing...
-Ivan Ivanovski: “Istražuvanje na post-moderniot teatar”,
Kulturen život, Skopje, No. 1, 1993 / XXXVIII, 62-63 pp.
About EUMENIDES
...Fully visually aesthetised and simultaneously signly
deliberated...
-Aleksandra Kovačević: “Balkanska orestija na Samoilovata
tvrdina”, in: Ajshil, Orestija, Metaforum, Skopje, 1993, 261-263 pp.
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About LIBRETTO WAGNER
…In this theater where theater is played, everything is
theater…
Cvetanka Zojčevska: “Go slušate li Vagner?!”, Večer, Skopje, 18
November 1993 / XXXI
About INFERNAL MACHINE
…Fascinating scenes with rich colourfulness and efectiveness...
-Goce Ristovski: “Terorizmot kako seksualna frustracija”, Puls,
Skopje, No. 165/IV, 18 March 1994, 37 pp.
About LUNA PRIMA
…About the lunar principle… about the undiscovered
secrets…
-Ph. D. Ivan Dodovski: “Obid za nadrealistička poetika”,
Studentski zbor, Skopje, 28 December 1994, No. 1221 / XLVI, 24 p.
About FROM THE FIRST BREATH
...Consequently excellent project that will be long
remembered...
-Branko Bjadov, “Od festivalskata hronika”..., Radio Strumica,
13 September 1995
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About LEONCE AND LENA
...Trenchovski demonstrates exceptionally knowledge and
feeling of theatrical substantial things...
-Zoran Popović: “Pozorište ili prepoznavanje stvarnosti”,
Pozorište, Novi Sad, September 1995 / LXIII, 61-64 pp.
About FROM BEGGAR TO KING
...Hyper-composed...
-Zoran Stefanović: “Jedno vidjenje raspada”, Književna reč,
Beograd, No. 468-469 / XXV, 10-25 April 1996, 28 p.
...hese essays by Trenchovski are actually his director’s
notes, ‘plans’ for future structure...
-Ph. D. Venko Andonovski: “Avtopoetički esei”, Naše pismo,
Skopje, No. 7 / II, January-March 1996, 24-25 pp.
About BEGGARS’ OPERA
...hanks to the director’s idea... the ‘beggars’ turned to kings
of the scene...
-Daniela Karanilova: “Kralevite na pitačkata opera”, Ekran,
Skopje, No. 1329 / XXVII, 2 May 1996, 9 p.
About THE SPIRIT OF THE CAN
...he director Goran Trenchovski put it on the stage on a
postmodern way...
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-Nataša Stardelova: “Odyssey 1999”, Blesok, Skopje, No. 7,
February-March, 1999 / II
About MULTILEVEL
...One of the rare successful attempts in our TV and ilm
production...
-Georgi Vasilevski: “So cvekje protiv korupcijata”, Kinopis,
Skopje, No. 22 / XIII, 2001, 124-125 p.
About ENDGAME MMI
...he scream of the last breath...
-Borče Grozdanov: “Za igrata, krajot, srekjata, ljubovta, ništoto
i siviloto”, Scena, Skopje, No. 4 / I, 2001, 35 p.
About GHOUL QUEST
…One of the most fresh and most exciting appearances in
the domestic production, as no one else for years back...
-Ljubomir Kostovski: “Alegorisko čitanje na istorijata”, Kinopis,
Skopje, No. 26 / XIV, 2002, 141-145 p.
About ORBIS PICTUS
…Specific sensibility of the phenomenon of our direction...
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-M. A. Petar Volnarovski: “Krugot na ilmskata slika”, Kinopis,
Skopje, No. 25 / XIV, 2002, 180-183 pp.
...A book which Macedonian works from various media
considers in theoretical-historical framework...
-M. A. Viktorija Rangelova: on the bookmarker, Skopje, January
2001
About POETICS OF (DE-)THRONIZATION
... I felt this book as a time machine...
-Zoran Bojarovski: at the promotion of this book, 25 March
2005
...Visualizer, director, intellectual and writer...
-Ph. D. Aleksandar Prokopiev, ibid.
...Vivisection of dramatic phenomena that marked the
twentieth century...
-Aco Gogov: “Tronizacii i detronizacii”, Sovremenost, Skopje,
No. 3 / LIII, May, 2005, 128-129 pp.
About DRY WOOD FROM BABYLON
...Original aesthetics born from the vision of Trenchovski...
-Aneta Jančevska: “Žestoka piesa za makedonskite nebidnini”,
Makedonija denes, Skopje, No. 1904 / VIII, 16 May 2005, 14 p.
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About I BELIEVE IN MACEDONIA
...Inspiring, warm and positive storytelling...
-Sunčica Unevska: “Boris Trajkovski navistina veruvaše vo
Makedonija”, Utrinski vesnik, Skopje, No. 2521, 26 June 2008 / X, 15 p.
About PARS PRO TOTO
...Activism or élan vital of this kind which is rarely seen on
every corner!..
-Ph. D. Jelena Lužina: “Asterisks”, Forum plus, Skopje, No. 182 /
V, 20 March 2009, 59 p.
...he ambition of this intellectual inspired by Jakobson, is
to build own postmodern, citing and acceptual style of
writing...
-Ph. D. Saško Nasev: in Premin portal, Skopje, 24 June 2009
...Goran Trenchovski is an intelligent author who is reconsidering his own practice in his books...
-Acad. Mitko Madžunkov, as reviewer of this book, Ulis, Skopje,
2008, 155 p.
...An exceptional work on the phenomenology of short
ilm...
-M. A. Mimi Gjorgoska-Ilievska, ibid, 155 p.
...Top quality in the study of this matter...
-Ph. D. Vase Mančev, ibid, 156 p.
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About TIBURCIO AND SINFOROSA
...Trenchovski together with the great cast achieves the
goal...
-M. A. Liljana Mazova: “Cinična igra za životot i priklučenijata
na vlasta”, Forum plus, 01.05.2009, No. 191/V, 62 p.

V.
CHRONOLOGY

CHRONOLOGY

1970 - Great and Holy Friday, date of birth of the irst child of George
and Vera.
1976 - On November 29th his brother was born.
1979-80 - Published poems and began to read comics.
1984 - Enrolled in high school, major in the fundamentals of applied
physics. Simultaneously he dealt with photo & ilm art.
1985 - During the summer he learnt shoemaker’s crat.
1986 - Brigadier at youth work action Letenka where he was responsible for culture.
1987 - He shot Alter Variations.
1988 - Enrolled as a full time student at the Academy of Arts in Novi
Sad, group for directors. One of the grandfathers died.
1989-90 - With students worked on completion of Untruth - as a
performance, a radio drama and a ilm. Initiation of the independent group Seraphin Tanz.
1991 - On December 4th his irst professional premiere, Endgame
performed in the Macedonian National heatre.
1992 - Slavic Orpheus produced by heatre Anton Panov is playing
widely in Macedonia, becoming a hit performance.
1993 - Timer, his irst movie made at the Macedonian Television.
1994 - Luna Prima, original project made in the Academic heatre
Laboratory.
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1995 - From the First Breath in the Drama heatre. Book From
Beggar to King in the Youth Cultural Centre.
1996 - Serving a military obligation, as a cooker and as a librarian.
he interview Broken Shoe and Golden Crown.
1997-98 - A study season in Prague. Start of the research on intermedial phenomena.
1999 - On November 28th, wedding celebration with Sophie in Bravo
restaurant.
2000 - On September 16th Multilevel was broadcasted in a primeterm on Macedonian Television. The other grandfather
died.
2001 - Birthday promotion of Orbis Pictus at the Book Fair.
2002 - On February 14th screening of the movie Ghoul Quest at the
Manaki cinema.
2003 - On May 3rd his son Luca was born.
2004 - he Poetics of (De-)Thronization.
2005 - Foundation of the AsterFest.
2006 - he ilm The Lakeland of Nicola K. had achieved an international airmation.
2007 - At the evening feast of he Fiteen Holy Hieromartyrs of Tiberiopol the Tiberiopolian Film Alliance was inaugurated.
2008 - Projection of 35 mm version of I Believe in Macedonia at
the Cinematheque of Macedonia. He published the fourth
book on dramatic arts – Pars Pro Toto.
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2009 - On May 28th - ive years’ anniversary of the International Film
Festival AsterFest in Strumica.
2010 - Entered the Writers’ Association of Macedonia. Premieres of
the documentary The Spirit of my Father and of the performance End(k)ing. Completion of the PIT KRALSKY – AN
ARTIST OF (DE-)THRONIZATION.
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Said, Edward 52
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